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Abstract 
Extensive use of fossil fuels to circumvent our current energy needs and their limited availability 
along with climate change due to greenhouse effect lead to the serious thinking about the logical 
implementation of renewable energy resources. Photovoltaic technologies enables us the direct 
utilization of solar energy in the form of electrical energy. The clean energy generation using 
renewable energy resource must be accomplished considering the cost effectiveness with existing 
power generating technologies. Dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs), kind of excitonic solar cells 
have attained the rampant popularity among the existing solar cells due to its ease of fabrication 
and cost effective nature. DSSCs have achieved comparable photoconversion efficiency as that of 
amorphous Si solar cell and are on the verge of commercialization.  
 
Apart from focus being directed to achieve the cost effectiveness and stability, further 
enhancement in the power conversion efficiency is inevitable to compete with traditional silicon 
based solar cells.  In order to enhance photoconversion efficiency, tandem DSSCs has been 
approached where the two different cells having complementary absorption spectra are 
mechanically stacked. This   thesis work is directed to avoid and alter the precious transparent 
conductive oxide (TCO) glass being commonly used in the conventional tandem device 
architectures aiming towards the fabrication of photon flux efficient novel tandem DSSCs 
architectures in combination with near infra-red (NIR) photon harvesting novel sensitizers. To 
begin with this compilation, focus has been centralized on the energy thrust promoted existing and 
current research status for solar cells in general and next generation solar cells in particular. The 
trend has followed the first ever demonstrated practical solar cell from bell lab to mature Si solar 
cell technology. The technology enhancement pave the way for thin film solar cell research. 
Diverse application of solar cell for indoor and outdoor applications have necessitated the flexible 
solar cell research. Dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) possess these properties and have drawn 
attention due to its environmental friendly properties. Limitation to achieve high performance for 
DSSCs are outlined along with the discussion about the need for extending the photon harvesting 
window.   
 
The photoconversion efficiency of DSSCs can be increased beyond the limit of a single 
cell by stacking multiple DSSCs with the complementary light absorption followed by photon 
harvesting. Conventional series connected and mechanically stacked tandem DSSCs bearing four 
TCO glass plates fabricated and its functioning was verified with external power conversion 
efficiency of 6.28% under simulated solar irradiation. Aiming towards reduction of fabrication cost, 
a novel tandem device architecture was proposed by stacking top cell TCO-DSSC and TCO-less 
back contact bottom cell DSSCs. This TCO-less bottom-cell DSSC was consisted of  flexible and 
protected SUS metal mesh coated with dye adsorbed nanoporous TiO2 functioning as photoanode. 
The model sensitizing dyes D131 and N719 were utilized as photosensitizers for top cell and 
bottom cell respectively. The fabricated tandem device architecture have shown the practicality in 
terms of increased optical transmission (around 20%) at bottom cell by avoiding the intermediate 
TCO glass. To enable the flexible processing and more economical tandem device architecture, 
bottom cell counter electrode was also replaced with flexible titanium (Ti) foil leading to the 
enhanced photoconversion efficiency of 7.10 % which is not only better than individual cell but 
the conventional mechanically stacked four TCO base tandem DSSCs also.  
 
After the demonstration of proof-of concept using model dyes for TCO-less tandem DSSCs 
having capability of photon harvesting mainly in the visible region of solar spectrum, effort as 
directed to enhance the photon harvesting window by utilizing NIR light harvesting  axially ligated 
Si-phthalocyanine dye in the TCO-less bottom cell. Efficient photoconversion was demonstrated 
having photon harvesting up to 900 nm. Conventional tandem DSSCs using four TCO glass was 
first fabricated using this NIR dye for the bottom cell in combination with N719 for the top cell 
with the efficiency of 6.58%.  In order to provide the flexibility to the tandem DSSCs, ITO-PET 
film having similar resistivity and enhanced transparency compared to ITO glass was utilized for 
the top cell. This flexible film has been incorporated to mechanically stack this top cell DSSC with 
TCO-less back contact bottom DSSCs using Ti foil as counter electrode aiming towards the 
flexible TCO-less tandem DSSCs architecture. This resulting flexible tandem TCO-less DSSCs 
exhibited enhanced optical transmission (around 30%) and external power conversion efficiency 
of 7.19%.         
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation:  
Solar irradiation is the single most generous energy source on our planet earth. From 
ancient era, human life solely relied upon renewable form of solar energy by taking advantage of 
indirect form like biomass, wind and direct form like lightning or heat. At the beginning of 20th 
century with the rise of civilized society lead spurt in demand of energy, fossil fuel like oil, gas 
and coal came into picture [1]. Fossil fuel energy resources inherit a very high energy density and 
possess flexibility in transportation and storage capacity making them viable to meet 80% of world 
energy demand by 2040 [2]. On the other hand in coming future with the ever increase in 
population, total energy requirement engendered consumption will forge world energy demand 
projection very intense. Considering the similar population growth and standard of human being, 
the world energy consumption rate is expected to grow and is projected to double from 13.5 TW 
in 2001 to 27 TW by 2050 and to triple of 43 TW by 2100 [3]. It has been estimated that the fossil 
energy resources could support a 25 to 30 TW energy consumption rate globally for at least several 
centuries [3]. The continued fossil energy resource utilization generates environmental issue such 
as global warming, water supply, land use, thermal pollution and their adverse impact on weather 
and climate cannot be ignored. As a result, these concerns have led to encouragement for research 
for advancement in alternate green energy technology which are renewable and clean energy 
resources. Different kind of renewable energy resources have been well documented like solar 
energy, wind energy, geothermal energy and hydroelectric energy as shown in Fig. 1 [4].  
Among all known renewable energy resources, solar energy is by far the largest exploitable 
resource, enriching more energy in 1 hour to the earth than all of the energy consumed by humans 
in an entire year. Moreover solar energy is abundant and clean in nature, placing it very high 
promising energy resource. It has been estimated that world’s land and ocean surface receives  
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Figure 1. Different kind of renewable energy resources. 
 
6500 TW sunlight if all can be used to power photovoltaics and is available freely [5-8]. 
Photovoltaics effect is phenomenon under which solar energy is being converted to electricity 
directly using semiconducting materials. In 1954, Bell lab first unveiled the practical solar cell 
which eventually lead to modern solar cell technology [9]. It was the year 1956 when PV module 
(together connected various solar cell) with increased power output from watts (W) to megawatts 
(MW) were available commercially. Table 1 shows the comparison of different renewable sources 
over worldwide power available, power in high energy locations, power in likely developable 
locations and current power delivered as electricity [8]. Globally 6500 TW solar power is available 
and currently only 0.0013 TW is being exploited. However the probable developing locations have 
the capacity to generate 340 TW solar power and concentrated solar power demonstrate 240 TW 
capacity. Even though hydroelectric energy current delivered power exceed all other power 
sources but have been already exploited a lot and no further harvesting potential is feasible. 
Geothermal energy lies below deep inside the earth and is not practical to extract. Wave power 
exploration is possible near costal area and accomplishing it not a practically possible approach. 
Overall there is enough feasibly viable solar power supply practicable to world in comparison to 
other existing energy technology empowering it obvious choice for future energy demand.  
Depending upon the manufacturing process and techniques, type of absorbing materials used, the 
solar cell technologies can be broadly classified as according to Fig. 2. 
 
 
Renewable Energy 
Resource
wind energy
hydroelectric 
energy
geothermal 
energy
biomass 
energy
solar energy
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Table 1. Available power worldwide in energy resources [8]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Classification of various solar cell technology. 
Energy 
Technology 
Wind Wave Geotherma
l 
Hydroelectric Tidal Solar 
PV 
Concentrated 
Solar Power 
Power world 
wise (TW) 
1700 >2.7 45 1.9 3.7 6500 4600 
Power in 
high Energy 
locations 
(TW) 
72-170 2.7 2 <1.9 0.8 1300 920 
Power in 
likely-
developable 
locations 
(TW) 
40-85 0.5 0.07-0.14 1.6 0.02 340 240 
Current 
Power 
delivered as 
electricity 
(TW) 
0.02 0.000002 0.0065 0.32 0.00006 0.0013 000046 
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 1.2 Photovoltaic technologies:                                                                                                                                                     
The different generation solar cells have their significant advantages and their specification have 
been enlisted in Table 2. 
Table 2. Different kind of solar energy specification [10-15]. 
Solar cell Advantages Disadvantages Status Efficiency/ 
Type 
Crystalline 
silicon 
High efficiencies  large amount Si 
wafer is needed, 
vacuum process 
needed  
Mature 
technology, long 
established at 
industrial scale 
(25.6%)/ 
Semiconductor 
Multi junction 
gallium-indium 
phosphide 
(GaInP), 
gallium 
arsenide 
(GaAs) and 
germanium  
(Ge) 
Traditionally used 
in space, have 
highest 
efficiencies 
Crystalline layer 
production and 
expensive 
At research stage, 
trend towards 
increased 
terrestrial 
applications in 
combination with 
light 
concentrators 
(30-40%)/ 
Semiconductor 
Thin Film Conventional Si solar cell uses wafers of hundred micrometers thicker due to 
extinction coefficient limitation. Thin film technology enables nanometers 
across active layer for light harvesting and the fabrication process is governed 
by simple printing technique enabled by vacuum process and sputtering 
system. Dye sensitized solar cells, Organic solar cells, employs the dyes or 
molecules of nanometers thick and have shown potential towards future 
industrial applications. The fabrication process of these prospective solar cells 
does not need ultra-pure materials making it cost effective alternate viable 
source.     
Nano and 
Amorphous Si 
Has found 
application as thin 
film unlike 
crystalline solar cell 
Have shown 
comparably 
lower efficiency  
Stability is an 
issue and 
degrades with 
light/moisture 
(10.2%)/ 
Semiconductor 
Cadmium 
Telluride 
(CdTe) 
Performances are 
good at lower light 
levels 
Cadmium is toxic 
material 
Mature 
technology 
(21.0%)/ 
Semiconductor 
Copper Indium 
Gallium 
Diselenide 
(CIGS) 
Better efficiency 
among thin film 
solar cells. Shows 
better resistance to 
heat than Si solar 
panel. The active 
layer can be in 
polycrystalline form   
Cost of 
fabrication is 
high than 
polycrystalline 
Si, CdTe solar 
cell 
At industrial 
scale 
(20.5%)/ 
Semiconductor 
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Solar cell Advantages Disadvantages Status Efficiency/ 
Type 
Dye sensitized 
solar cell 
Good performance 
at low light intensity 
and acceptance of 
wide angle 
Solvent & 
electrolyte 
electrochemical 
system 
Moving from 
development to 
deployment 
(14%)/ 
The process is 
very similar to 
photosynthesis 
Organic solar 
cell 
Potentially known 
cheapest solar cell 
Have poor 
efficiency, poor 
stability 
Research stage (11%)/ Uses 
organic 
semiconductors 
Perovskite solar 
cell 
Rapid efficiency 
growth 
Poor stability, Pb is 
toxic material  
Not mature 
technology and at 
research stage 
(20.1%)/ uses 
organo-inorganic 
semiconductor 
 
1.3 Flexible solar cell: 
With the rise in scale of industrialization, flexible solar cells are attaining interest and 
viability.  The interest on flexible solar panels can be traced to the era of space missions in the 
1960s (Crabb & Treble, 1967; Ray, 1967). At the meantime, flexible power sources capable of 
providing power in the 1 to 50-kW range with the advent of compact, reliable, and lightweight was 
an issue. To address these issues, the large area of R&D of solar cells were devoted on study of 
flexible solar cell [16]. Energy is obligation of time and indoor and outdoor application of 
electronic devices need to be independent by generating their own energy. Flexible devices places 
themselves suitable to diverse acceptance owing to its flexible usage. Flexible solar modules are 
light weight and possesses the faster payback time than conventional PV modules [17]. They can 
be classify by following three categories. 
Si flexible solar cell:  
  Crystalline Si solar cell have achieved considerable market share due to its high abundance, 
broad spectral absorbance and mature technology [18].  By exploring these advantages in 2006, 
Berge and Werner et al have achieved a considerable efficiency of 14.6%. They employed the 
epitaxial growth and layer transfer process (ELTRAN) and fabricated the flexible solar cell of 150 
nm diameter, sandwiched in two plastic sheets [19]. However the process and photovoltaic 
performance was highly dependent towards substrate in use for growth and transfer. By taking 
advantage of properties of porous silicon as a substrate, Solexel have demonstrated a record 20.1% 
efficiency, with 156 mm2 flexible c-Si solar cell in 2012 [20]. With etch release approach device 
fabrication processes 14.9% efficiency has been achieved for hexagonal shaped silicon segments 
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of 14µm thickness [21]. Using simple exfoliated method and by using 3 µm thicker mono 
crystalline Si, IBM have reported 4.3% efficiency [22]. The obtained efficiency was considered 
be low due to low thickness of Si. Saha et al have increased the Si thickness across 25 µm and 
with utilizing Si foil the efficiency reported was 14.9% [23].    
Amorphous Si solar cell have the property of greater resistance to heat and development process 
proclaims less prone to brokage. Fuji Electric have developed a-Si:H/a-SiGe:H based tandem solar 
cells on polyimide plastic substrate with 9% stabilized efficiency on large area scale of 40*80 cm2 
[24]. A triple junction ultra-light weight a-Si:H/a-SiGe:H/a-SiGe:H solar cell with efficiency 
9.84% and with specific power 1200 W/kg, using roll-roll process on 25µm plastic substrate has 
been reported by Unisolar [25].  
Flexible Compound Solar cells:  
Flexible CdTe solar cells:  
They have shown ease of manufacturing process and by employing this architecture, First 
solar have manufactured the solar panel with 1$/MW. Recently in 2014, First solar achieved 21% 
module efficiency on 1.06cm2 aperture area for CdTe thin film solar cell [26]. In 1990 the attempts 
were initiated and on metallic molybdenum foil substrate, CdTe solar cell have been fabricated 
with 7.8% efficiency. In 2013 utilizing flexible metal foil substrates 11.5% efficiency has been 
demonstrated [27].  Latter on using polyimide substrate a well-known polymer for flexible devices, 
13.8% record efficiency has been achieved in superstrate configuration [28]. 
Flexible CIGS solar cells:  
CIGS solar panels are popular among 2nd generation thin film solar cells. In 1993 
International Solar Electronic Technology demonstrated the first flexible CIGS solar cell on Mo 
substrates with 8.3% efficiency [29]. By continuous and considerable efforts, in 2010 AIST 
(Japan) were capable to attain the module efficiency of 14% on Mo substrate [30].  Apart from Mo 
foil, metal foils has shown considerable flexibility and temperature acceptability in fabrication of 
flexible devices [31]. In 2012 using mild steel foil as substrate the reported certified efficiency was 
17.6% [32]. Utilizing Al foil, Nanosolar, a US based company has obtained the efficiency of 17.1%. 
Yagioka et al have reported a considerable efficiency of 17.9% on flexible Ti foil [33]. Up to date 
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the maximum attained flexible CIGS efficiency has been reported on polyimide polymer substrate 
with 18.7% [34]. 
Flexible GaAs solar cells:  
GaAs solar cells are specifically used in space applications. Sharp Corporation has first 
demonstrated paper like InGaP/GaAs solar cells on flexible metal film with 29.4% efficiency [35-
36]. Japan Aerospace Exploration agency (JAXA) in 2012 demonstrated a large area (26.6 cm2) 
InGaP/GaAs solar cells, laminated with polymer film and obtained efficiency was 20.4% [37]. 
Flexible organic solar cells:  
Organic solar cells have attracted a lot of attention due to economical alternative of Si solar 
cell. Traditionally Indium Tin oxide (ITO) glass has been used in the fabrication of organic solar 
cells. The flexible organic solar cell has been fabricated by the usage of ITO-PET substrate, ITO-
PEN film, PET film with PEDOT:PSS, Graphene, Carbon nanotube. The transparency and 
conductivity issues has been simultaneously resolved by the silver nanowire and copper nanowire. 
Utilizing these transparent electrodes 2-5% efficiency has been achieved [38-46]. The flexible dye 
sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) are fabricated and their performance have been summarized in Table 
3. 
Table 3. The performance of flexible DSSC comparison 
Device Description η (%) Comments Ref 
Ti/TiO2/N719/electrolyte/Pt/ITO 7.2 Ti metal foil as a substrate 48 
StS/ITO/TiO2/N719/electrolyte/Pt/ITO 8.6 Stainless steel was coated treated 
with ITO before TiO2 treatment 
49 
PEN/ITO/TiO2/N719/electrolyte/Pt/ITO 8.1 Using doctor blade method and 
compression as a post deposition 
treatment. Uses water based low 
temp TiO2 paste 
50 
PEN/ITO/TiCl4/TiO2/N719/electrolyte/Pt/ITO 7.5  CIP compression on TiO2 paste. 
TiCl4 treated 
51 
PEN/ITO/TiO2/N719/electrolyte/electrolyte/Pt/
ITO 
6.3 CIP compression was utilized on 
TiO2 in ethanol 
52 
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1.4 Dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs):  
 The research on solar cell have achieved a rapid growth and is evident from the number of 
publications available (around 20,000) in 2014 itself (web of science, by putting keyword “solar 
cell”).  In 1893 the French scientist Becquerel, has invented the photovoltaic effect according to 
which incident light upon a semiconductor material generates the voltage difference [47]. The 
generation of electric current or voltage is the property of material. In 1991, O Regan and Gratzel 
firstly demonstrated the dye stained solar cell known as DSSCs [56]. Among the three generation 
solar cells, DSSCs have drawn attention due to its diverse user friendly properties and high 
optoelectronic conversion efficiency [53-54]. Intense work have been carried out in the meantime 
and in 2011 the Texas Instrument have predicted the DSSCs as the world strongest candidate for 
indoor application module [55].  
1.4.1 Architecture with energy diagram of dye sensitized solar cells: 
The simple architecture DSSC consist of transparent conductive glass (TCO glass), n type 
semiconductor, light harvesting medium called sensitizer or dye, electrolyte and counter electrode 
for dye regeneration. DSSCs working principle have been mimicking the similar process of natural 
photosynthesis. DSSC architecture is shown in Fig. 3 and energy diagram by Fig. 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the components and basic operating principle of DSSC. 
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1.4.2 Working principle of dye sensitized solar cells: 
Upon incident of light on the dye absorbed photoanode layer, dye molecules get excited to 
form electron-hole pair. At the interface between dyes sensitized semiconductor and electrolyte, 
charge separation takes place and electron is energetically favored by TiO2 semiconductor (most 
commonly used). In contrast to silicon solar cells, DSSCs charge conduction is entirely due to 
majority charge carriers and conduction takes place by diffusion process. Collected electron at 
TiO2 layer is withdrawn at TCO layer and are diffused to outer circuit. Typically TiO2 
nanoparticles are utilized on TCO layer to form high surface area with mesoporous layer. The high 
surface area TiO2 is prime and essential for high amount dye loading and is responsible towards 
light absorption. The nanoparticles employed in DSSCs makes the difference from Si solar cell 
that it must possess minimum defect level to avoid the electron recombination. The TiO2 
nanoparticles with better interconnectivity and bigger pore size makes the electrolyte diffusion 
very smoother.  However all these properties are interconnected with each other and with lowering 
in nanoparticle size its surface area increases making decrement in pore size. This generates more 
grain boundary and can induce more defect levels. The electrons from outer circuit are collected 
to counter electrode and the regeneration of oxidized dye takes place by catalytic redox shuttle 
(generally I-/I3-) layer employed.  
1.4.3 Kinetics involved in dye sensitized solar cell: 
The main processes involved in the DSSC working along with energy band diagram is 
shown in Fig. 4. The DSSCs performance is mainly governed by the kinetics of charge dynamic 
processes involved at the interface of TiO2, dye and electrolyte. The performance involved can be 
written in following form: 
                                                                                   
                                      TiO2/D + hν →TiO2/D*                                   (1) 
                                      TiO2/D* →TiO2/D+  + ecb                                                 (2) 
                                                         TiO2/D
+ + ecb →TiO2/D                                   (3) 
                                                          2TiO2/D
+ +3 I-→2TiO2/D  +I3-                                    (4) 
                                       2I3
- +e(Pt) →3/2 I-                                             (5) 
                                       I3
- + 2ecb →3I-                                                                          (6) 
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             Figure 4 represents the photochemical perspective of the working of DSSC, illustrating 
the sequence of electron motion and charge motion processes which make the photovoltaic device 
function. In addition to forward electron and charge motion, this Fig. 4 also shows a variety of 
competing loss pathways shown by long dotted line. This loss pathways comprises decay of 
excited dye state to ground state and injected electrons led charge recombination with dye cation 
and redox shuttle. Every charge transfer step results in an enhanced spatial separation of electrons 
and holes, which is supposed to increase the life time expectancy of charge separated state. The 
same functionality make it a close parallel to natural photosynthesis process where energy 
conversion  efficiency is determined by the extent of kinetic competition behavior of various 
forward and backward electron transfer pathways [57]. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. State diagram representation of the kinetics of DSSC function [60-62]. 
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The electron injection dynamics from excited dye state to the TiO2 conduction band are 
dependent on the relative energy to the dye excited state oxidation potential. Thus this injection in 
turn depends on the potential determining ions in electrolyte (e.g. Li+). The high performance 
DSSC requires the dye regeneration rate be sufficient and the rate of reduction of dye cation 
exceeds the rate of recombination of injected electrons with these dye cations. The rate of reduction 
of dye cation i.e. regeneration of dye exceeds that of dye cation recombination with injected back 
electrons. This recombination reaction has shown to be dependent upon fermi level of mesoporous 
film, and therefore cell voltage and light intensity [58-59]. The regeneration behavior have found 
the dependency towards electrolyte viscosity, iodine concentration and dye structure also [57].   
The kinetics of DSSCs charge collection and separation are related to energetic losses as discussed 
above and are the reason behind the device output voltage (Voc) being significantly less than its 
optical band gap. Apart from the material composition, the energy losses incurred also depend 
upon the device operating condition [57]. 
1.5 Back contact TCO-less dye sensitized solar cell:  
Dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs or Gratzel cell) were first introduced in 1991 by Gratzel 
and groups as an alternative solar energy resource. Their prospective development have shown the 
competence as one of promising next generation solar cells. The DSSCs application as 
photovoltaic devices are most sought towards indoor application having good performance with 
low light intensity and wide angle variation. The major components involved in DSSCs fabrication 
are photo anode, redox shuttle and counter electrode. The TCO glass constitutes an important role 
in holding the dye stained mesoporous layer and in demonstrated Gratzel cell the light is incident 
from TCO layer.  A lot of investigations has been performed to further improve the efficiency with 
robustness. The photon illumination is incident on TCO glass to energize the dye molecules 
employed and this employed TCO glass bears the free charge carriers, known to be barrier towards 
photon transmission. On the other hand rigid and brittle nature of TCO glass generates difficulty 
in handling purposes. TCO glass constitutes one of important components of DSSCs fabrication 
and towards fabrication economy it contributes around 16% cost burden [63]. It has been reported 
that at industrialization scale with rise in production power capacity from 1 MWpeak/year to 4 
MWpeak/year, the TCO layer cost burden contribution will exceeds to 24% [63]. For industrial 
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aspects the rise in cost contribution of TCO layer is considered as hindrance and efforts are needed 
to resolve it.          
 
 
 
Figure 5. The schematic of back contact TCO-less dye sensitized solar cell. 
 
To address these issues, Fuke et al have published the back contact DSSC architecture 
where the electrode contact with TiO2 film is on opposite side of light illumination and naming it 
back contact structure. Here the photon incidence is directly on dye stained TiO2 passing through 
the glass only and providing light efficient TCO-less DSSC structure [64]. The electron extraction 
process was maintained by vacuum processed Ti, deposited on TiO2 surface. Latter on Kashiwa et 
al have published all metal TCO-less back contact DSSC making it completely free of TCO layers 
[65]. The fabrication process utilizes the active layer of mixture of tetrapod ZnO and nanoparticle 
TiO2. For charge extraction the sputtered Titanium (Ti) layer was formed on TiO2 and ZnO active 
layer mixture. The tetrapod ZnO properties were utilized to get the straight holes in sputtered Ti 
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layer which was essential for dye staining and electrolyte insertion. The beauty of this report lies 
that the obtained efficiency of TCO-less back contact DSSC was similar to that of conventional 
TCO based DSSCs. In 2014 Zaman et al have utilized the light efficient and economical back 
contact structure with steel SUS-mesh as electron collecting grid by incorporating Co electrolyte 
(Fig. 5) [66]. The efficient TCO-less back contact DSSCs architecture has been exploited in many 
different ways by the fabrication of fiber DSSCs or by cylinder DSSCs [67-68]. The TCO-less 
back contact DSSCs architectures have pave the way to fabricate the light efficient and economical 
high performance DSSCs towards futuristic application.   
1.6 Efficiency limitation of dye sensitized solar cells: 
DSSCs have offered considerable economic and environmental advantages compared to 
conventional photovoltaic devices owing to easier manufacturing in relatively inexpensive with 
environment friendly and energy efficient manner [69].  To further achieve a wide spread use of 
DSSCs, it is imperative to enhance the energy conversion efficiency to greater extent. 
 The DSSCs efficiency has been provided by following Equation  
              η = Jsc*Voc*FF/Ir,  where Jsc, Voc, FF and Ir are the short circuit density(mA/cm2), open 
circuit voltage (Voc), Fill Factor and irradiated light intensity per unit area (mW/cm2).  
Among these photovoltaic parameters, Voc depends upon the potential gap of TiO2 fermi level 
and redox shuttle. The theoretical possible maximum value of FF can be 1. These two factors pay 
a strong role towards DSSCs efficiency determination and has been highly studied. The short 
circuit current (Jsc) under illumination can be expressed as following 
                                             


dIPCEIqJ photonesc 
max
min
, here eq is electronic charge and 
 IPCE  is incident monochromatic photon to electron conversion efficiency given by 
                                               ccinjLHEIPCE    
Where LHE  is light harvesting efficiency, inj  is electron injection efficiency from excited dye 
state to TiO2 and cc is charge collection efficiency at the electrodes. It has been shown in Fig. 4 
and to achieve inj unity, (~0.2V) over potential ( G ) are needed between TiO2 conduction band 
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and dye lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level for sufficient electron injection [70]. 
For oxidized dye regeneration (~0.3V) over potential ( G ) is needed between highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) and redox potential [71,72].  In present scenario the high efficient 
DSSCs over 10% have found the value of inj and cc close to one [73]. Therefore the approach to 
enhance the light harvesting efficiency ( LHE ) is needed and may be attained by enhancing the 
short circuit current ( scJ ).  
Pathway to higher efficient dye sensitized solar cells: 
The approach to increase the light harvesting efficiency is by increasing scJ  and can be 
achieved by either enhanced molar extinction coefficient (ε) of dye employed or increasing the 
dye uptake and increasing the optical path length by extending the absorption spectra. While 
considering IPCE of 100% integrated from UV region to band edge for 800nm and 920nm onset 
of dye IPCE edge employed, the Jsc value is 27.3mA/cm2 and 34.7mA/cm2 respectively. In order 
to harvest the broader wavelength photon, the narrow band gap dye is needed and the simultaneous 
maintenance of over potential at corresponding dye HOMO level and LUMO level is essential. 
This lead the serious limitation in balancing the over potential at redox shuttle level and TiO2 level 
generating poor Voc. To increase the dye uptake, TiO2 thickness can be improved but with high 
thickness the charge recombination among the electrons of TiO2 and redox shuttle will increase 
making the poor Voc output performance. 
Considering the 100% utilization of absorbed photons within 1127 wavelength band gap 
onset and with 0.1 eV necessary over potential for electron injection and dye regeneration, It has 
been reported that the theoretical efficiency of DSSCs are as high as 33% with the calculated Jsc 
46mA/cm2 and considering FF 0.8 with Voc 0.9 V [74]. The theoretical efficiency of DSSCs can 
be increased by interconnecting several DSSCs making it multi-junction structure.  
1.7 Tandem dye sensitized solar cells: 
To drive the S-Q band upward for covering the broader spectrum, tandem structure has 
been proposed which contains different band gap light harvesting materials in corresponding sub 
cells (Fig. 6). Ideally these subcells should connect optically and electrically either in series or 
parallel with decreasing order of band gap. According to Kirchhoff’s law, series type of connection 
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implies the voltage output of connected cell will be the sum of individual subcells. The series 
connected tandem cell Jsc is highly influenced towards minimum Jsc of individual subcells and 
the FF of individual subcells play the crucial role in determining the tandem cell performance.  
Interconnection of cells can be stacked mechanically or monolithic and the latter structure pose 
the adaptation of individual cells and their interconnection with a recombination or tunnel layer 
making it complex in fabrication. In Fig. 7, a mechanically stacked tandem DSSC has been shown 
schematically, where top cell harvests the lower wavelength photon and remaining long 
wavelength photon unharvested by top cell are available to bottom cells. The architecture consists 
of four superfluous TCO glass making it prone to photon transmission loss sensitive and affecting 
towards photon intensity availability at bottom cell. Based upon this structure various reports has 
been published [75-80]. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.  Advantages of tandem DSSCs: A single DSSC covering large wavelength region generates 
a low voltage from the available solar spectrum and A tandem architecture consist a large band gap 
DSSC to absorb the high-energy photons, generating the larger voltage from these photons in 
combination with the small band gap DSSC [74, 91].  
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1.7.1 Existing limitation and overcome of tandem dye sensitized solar cells: 
Usage of superfluous TCO glass renders the optical transmission loss reaching at bottom 
cell. To resolve the intermediate loss transmission issue, n-p tandem DSSCs with TiO2 as top cell 
photoanode and NiO as bottom cell photocathode has been reported. Though the fabricated tandem 
DSSCs architecture was economical by avoiding intermediate plates and consisting only two TCO 
glass, the obtained efficiency was not considerable good enough due to energy level difference 
available between the iodine redox shuttle potential and NiO valence band [81-82].  To improve 
the energy level difference between NiO valence band and redox shuttle the thiolate/disulfide base- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The schematic and architecture of TCO based Tandem dye sensitized solar cell. 
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d redox shuttle has been utilized and the pn tandem cell efficiency was 1.33%, slightly better than 
previous report [83]. The tandem cell concept has been demonstrated with architecture (Fig. 8) by 
employing the engineering of intermediate layer. The intermediate layer has been substituted with 
Pt-Ti mesh or Pt mesh. In all cases the proof of concept has been provided but the tandem cell 
performance was hindered due to transparency of intermediate layer [84-86]. To enhance the 
tandem cell performance by controlling the intermediate layer photon intensity at bottom cell the 
structural modification has been performed by inserting floating electrode (Fig. 9). The structure 
has flexibility and bottom cell achieves maximum possible photon. Though tandem cell Voc was 
greater than the individual subcell Voc, the leakage of electrolyte among the cell deeply affected 
the performance [87-88].     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Structure of Tandem DSSCs with Pt-Ti or Pt mesh as intermediate layer. 
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    Figure 9. Structure of Tandem DSSCs with floating electrode. 
1.8 TCO-less tandem dye sensitized solar cells: 
The TCO-less dye sensitized solar cells (TCO-less DSSC) is a concept towards economical 
and light efficient fabrication of DSSC. Utilizing the merits of this architecture the TCO-less 
cylinder tandem structure has been fabricated on a glass rod. The architecture consisted of 
Glass/dye coated TiO2/ porous Ti layer/ gel film electrode/ Ti counter electrode. The glass rod was 
stained with two different dye in different area connected by copper wire and the proof of concept 
was provided [89]. In other published report, taking advantage of combined effect of TCO-less 
tandem DSSC and light splitting wave guide, the architecture instrumented have shown the proof 
of concept however the reported efficiency was around 2%. Figure 10 is considering the 
publications going on since 1991 in TCO and TCO-less DSSCs architectures. It is considered that 
the about 201 publications of Tandem DSSCs has been explored and unexplored TCO-less tandem 
DSSCs (about 7 publications only) need a lot of attention for further research bearing economical 
and comparable energy harvesting properties.  
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Figure 10. The number of published report from 1991 on Web of Science using the key word mentioned 
(accessed on 17 Nov 2015). 
 
 1.9 Challenges and ideas to overcome: 
 Tandem DSSCs demonstrations are needed to enhance the photoharvesting spectra of 
DSSCs. Most sought and studied four TCO Tandem DSSCs have shown the limitation towards 
bottom cells performance.  Intermediate plates of TCO Tandem DSSCs are responsible towards 
the transmission loss affecting the bottom cell performance. Several approach have been followed 
to enhance the bottom cell performance by utilizing the transparent Pt nanoparticles on Titanium 
sheet (Pt/Ti sheet) as intermediate layer. These intermediate layers could not succeed in better light 
transmission towards high performance bottom cell DSSC. Other approach to improve obstacles 
faced by intermediate layer has been approached by floating electrode architecture could not 
succeeded well. The optical limitation induced by intermediate plate, possibly can be avoided by 
stack of TCO DSSC and TCO-less DSSC. The plausible architecture has been drawn in Fig. 11. 
In this mechanically stacked tandem structure the intermediate plate induced obstacle has been 
deprived to some extent with avoid of one TCO plate. The succession of Tandem DSSCs lies with 
panchromatic harvesting covering NIR wavelength region also. Phthalocyanine dyes are known 
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towards the NIR light harvesting properties. The major challenges to impasse this dye are solubility 
and aggregation issues. The incorporation of proposed architecture with modified Phthalocyanine 
dye can lead a novel approach towards tandem DSSC realization.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. The schematic and architecture of Tandem dye sensitized solar cells with TCO-less back 
contact bottom electrode. [90] 
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Chapter 2 
  
Experimental section for optical and photovoltaic property 
  Solar cell innovation is being utilized as a part of private, business and military applications 
and are produced in an extensive variety of levels with different transformation efficiencies. It is 
critical to acquaint with the parameters and characterization technique accessible for solar cell 
upon irradiance of photon energy. 
2.1 Photovoltaic device characterizations 
2.1.1 I-V characteristics 
The current-voltage (I-V) curve of DSSCs describe its energy conversion potential at the 
existing situation of irradiance and temperature. Specifically, the I-V curve represents the sequence 
of current and voltage at which the DSSC could be operated, while maintaining the irradiance and 
cell temperature constant. Figure 1 displays a typical I-V curve and the power-voltage (P-V) curve 
that is computed from it, maintaining key points on these curves. The width span of the I-V curve 
(Fig. 1) ranges from the short circuit current (Jsc) at zero volts, to zero circuit current at the open 
circuit voltage (Voc). At the decline of the I-V curve is the maximum power point (Pmax with 
Imp,Vmp), the point at which the DSSC generates maximum electrical power. It also demonstrates 
that at voltages well below Vmp, the movement of solar-generated electrical charge to the external 
circuit is relatively independent of output voltage. Near the decline of the curve, this behavior of 
I-V curve starts to change. With the further increase in voltage, an increasing amount of the charges 
recombine within the DSSC itself rather than flowing out through the load. At Voc, all of these 
charges recombine internally. The maximum power point, (I,V) point at which the product of 
current and voltage reaches its maximum value is located at the decline of the I-V curve. 
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Figure 1. The I-V characteristics and P-V characteristics of a DSSC showing the Pmax (maximum 
Power output), Imp (maximum power output current), Vmp( maximum power output voltage). 
 
The pattern of I-V characteristics of DSSCs can be usually well reproduced by the simple 
diode equivalence circuit model of Fig. 2. corresponding to the following I-V Equation [1] 
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Here 
phi is the photocurrent density modelled as a current source and  oi  is the dark current 
of diode, 
e
q  is electronic charge, SR is series resistance of cell, shR  is shunt resistance of cell, m  
is diode ideality factor. 
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 Figure 2. Basic diode equivalent circuit model of a solar cell. 
 2.1.2 Dark current:  
This is the current flowing in the solar cell or in DSSC under the dark or no illumination condition 
(Fig. 3). Dark current provides the quantitative information about the recombinations processes 
occuring inside the cell interfaces [2]. In dye sensitized electrochemical cell (DSSCs) the dark 
current arises from the recombination of conduction band electron to redox shuttle (Equation 2) 
[3]. The recombinations occur despite the fact that dye monolayer is able to cover the mesoporous 
layer. The electrolyte nanoparticles are able to reach the empty spaces of mesoporous layer and 
the recombinations take place. Many additives have been used in electrolyte to cover the empty 
state  to suppress the rate of reduction, which ultimately enhances the photovoltaic performances.  
                                                            IOTeI icb 32 23                                  (2) 
Under the absence of illumination the solar cell I-V behaviour is similar to diode curve and is given 
by following Equation 3 [4]. 
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Here oI is constant associated with reverse saturation current, n  is ideality factor and defines the 
quality of diode, k is Boltzmann constant, T  is temperature in kelvin. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  I-V characteristics under dark condition and under AM1.5 illumination condition. 
2.1.3 Short circuit current: 
The short circuit current (Jsc) is the maximum possible current density that can flow within the 
solar cell under short circuit condition. It is defined by the following Equation [5] 
                                                      


deIPCEJ phsc
onset

0
                                   (4) 
Here  0  is starting wavelength for solar spectrum harvesting, onset  is absorption onset of dye 
absorption wavelength,  IPCE  is incident light to converted electron within specified 
wavelength region,  ph   flux under 1.5AM and e is electronic charge. 
The scJ is highly dependent towards the TiO2 photo anode active layer thickness. The active layer 
thickness is important for charge injection from excited dye molecule owing to its increased area, 
on the contrary they promote the charge recombination. The increase in scJ can be achieved up to 
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certain optimum thickness, after that charge recombination will dominate to lower the scJ  [6]. 
Temperature has known effect on modifying the photovoltaic response of DSSC due to its effect 
on increased diffusion constant [7]. The increased diffusion constant induces the charge 
recombination and at the aftermath of these two events the overall scJ  decreases with rise in 
temperature [8-10]. The intense light increases the rate of charge generation and facilitates the 
increased scJ  with increase in intensity [11]. Figure 4 is exhibiting the solar photon flux (m
-2s-1nm-
1) and calculated photocurrent with Equation 4, while assuming 100% IPCE and considering the 
UV region to band onset of sensitizer. The Jsc calculated was 27mA/cm2 for IPCE onset of 800nm 
and 38mA/cm2 for onset IPCE of 1000nm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.  Observation of the calculated potocurrent from Equation (4), integrated from 280nm to 
corresponding wavelength with an assumed IPCE of 100% along with calculated Photon number 
(ASTM G173-03 Reference Spectra Derived from SMARTS v. 2.9.2 were downloaded from 
http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/). 
 
2.1.4 Fill factor:   
The Fill Factor abbrebiated as FF exhibits the squareness of the I-V characteristics of the solar cell 
and it predicts the easiness with which electron can be extracted. It is defined as the ratio of 
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maximum power generated by solar cell (Pmp=Imp*Vmp) to product of Jsc and Voc (Fig. 5). Its 
value lies between 0 and 1 and is measure of increase in recombination (decrease in photocurrent) 
with increasing photovoltage. Mathematically FF is defined by Equation 5. 
                                                       
ocsc
mpmp
VJ
VI
FF                                                         (5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. I-V curve showing the factors responsible for FF determination. 
                                                        
Solar cells with high FF exhibit lower equivalent series resiatance and higher equivalent shunt 
resistance. The higher thicker active layer are prone to recobinations and facilitate higher series 
resistance and poor FF [12]. The effect of light intensity and temperature on FF is predicted based 
upon cumulative behaviour of Jsc and Voc [11]. 
2.1.5 Open circuit voltage:  
The Open circuit voltage is the maximum voltage that a solar cell can deliver under no load 
condition. It is the voltage at which external load does not flow any current. It signifies the forward 
voltage corresponding to which photo current are being compensated by dark current. In general 
the open circuit voltage is given by the Equation [5] 
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 
 VoltsV
nm
V L
onset
oc 

1240
                                             (6)    
Here onset  is the absorption onset and LV  is the internal loss in voltage 
DSSCs are excitonic solar cell and their Voc can be determined by the difference between the 
fermi level in semiconductor nanoparticles and electrolyte redox shuttle potential and are 
schematically represented in Fig. 6. 
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injI is the flux of charge resulting from sensitized injection,  etk  3I is the rate constant of dye 
reduction [3]. Concentration of electrons ( cbn ) at the TiO2 surface, k  is Boltzmann constant, T  is 
the operating temperature (kelvin), e  is electronic charge. 
It has been shown that ocV has found dependency on light intensity as 





q
kT
7.1  and here T is 
absolute temperature [7].  However it have shown the tendency of decrease with increase in 
temperature and film thickness. The effect of temperature has two consequences going on. Firstly 
with the effect of temperature, diffusion of charge will increase rapidly than charge mobility. Thus 
at the open circuit voltage and to maintain the charge balance the more voltage will be needed to 
counterbalance the temperature effect [7,11,12]. In contrary during other phenomenon, assuming 
the charge generation rate constant with temperature rise, charge recombination rate will increase. 
To achieve the steady state, charge density within device need to be lowering down and causing 
lowering in ocV . This second phenomenon is supposed to be dominant and lowering is observed 
[7].  The increased film thickness are more prone to recombination and facilitating poor open 
circuit voltage. In other way the thicker film will promote the preabsorption and lowering the 
average charge carrier density and thus the open circuit voltage [13,14].   
The light intensity effect can be attributed as with intense light, charge generation rate increases 
and results in increased chemical potential within the device, making the high open circuit voltage. 
On the other way reduced charge life time obstruct the chemical potential. First phenomenon is 
quiet dominant and making the effective in increasing the open circuit voltage [3,7,11].  
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Figure 6. Voc determination and recombinations processes occurring in a DSSC (reproduced from 
previous chapter). 
2.1.6 Incident photon to converted electron (IPCE):  
The IPCE of a DSSC corresponds to the ratio of number of electrons measured as photocurrent in 
external load to the monochromatic photon flux that drives the cell. This is determined by three 
factors 
LH  is the light harvesting capability from sun, INJ  is the electron injection efficiency at 
electrolyte-mesoporous interface,  COL  is the electron collection efficiency and all these factors 
are dependent on wavelength (Fig. 7 ) [15]. 
                                                             COLINJLHIPCE                               (8) 
It can be calculated by the recording of steady state SCi produced by a calibrated and low intensity 
monochromatic photon flux incident on cell by the scanning of the particular wavelength range of 
light with a monochromator. Traditionally DSSCs IPCE usually show the nonlinear behavior with 
the light intensity due to mass transport limitation of electrolyte and dependency of diffusion 
length on electron concentration [15-18].  
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the factors responsible for the determination of photocurrent 
in DSSCs.  
The typical IPCE of a DSSC utilizing visible region harvesting dye has been exhibited in the Fig. 
8 with blue line.  The IPCE is superimposed over the c-Si photoharvesting spectra and is broadened 
at the wavelength onset of 700nm. The onward wavelength region are unharvested and have 
potential for IPCE broadening to achieve the high efficient DSSCs.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. IPCE spectra of a typical visible region harvesting DSSC superimposed on Si solar cell 
IPCE showing the unharvested spectra. 
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The Fig. 8 exhibits that the unharvested solar spectra of NIR region is essential to achieve the high 
performance DSSCs. As explained in the previous chapter, the different DSSCs of complementary 
harvesting spectra collaborating in tandem architecture can be employed to achieve high 
performance.  
2.2 Air mass: 
The distance travelled by the sun rays affects the intensity availability at the solar panel and Air 
Mass is the measure of the how long path has been taken by sun light through atmosphere. The 
solar ray has to travel through the atmosphere consisting of O2, H2O, CO2 and the AM signifies 
the reduction in power of light. It is defined as the path taken by the solar light in atmosphere 
normalized to the possible shortest path of overhead sun. 
Mathematically it can be written as 
                                                      
Cos
AM
1
                                                           (9) 
The standard AM 1.5 spectrum is defined at an incidence angle of 48.2˚ from the zenith and is 
shown in the Fig. 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Light incident on earth surface and representation of Air Mass.  
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The Standard Test Conditions (STC) has been used for the photovoltaic performance evaluation 
of the solar cells. 
These conditions are universally adopted and are followed as per, 
 Cell temperature should be maintained at 25˚C for measurement. 
  Spectral irradiation is maintained at 100 mW/cm2 . 
  Spectral energy distribution is maintained according to AM 1.5 condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Solar simulator used in this thesis for I-V and IPCE measurement. 
 
2.3 Solar simulator and spectroradiometer: 
Tandem DSSCs along with series stacked top cells and bottom cells photovoltaic performances 
were measured with solar simulator (CEP-2000 Bunko Keiki Co. Ltd, Japan) equipped with a 
xenon lamp (Bunko Keiki BSO-X150LC) for the light illumination (Fig. 10). The spectrum of the 
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solar simulator and its power were adjusted to be 100 mW/cm2 at AM 1.5 using a 
spectroradiometer (LS-100, Eiko Seiki, Japan). Standard amorphous silicon photodetector 
(Bunkokeiki BS-520 S/N 353) with similar light sensitivity of the DSSCs was used to confirm and 
correct the power of irradiated light of the solar simulator.  Photovoltaic parameters were measured 
with 0.2025cm2 mask on TiO2 coated substrate to avoid the exaggerated performance induced by 
reflected back light. Photocurrent action spectra of the devices were also measured with constant 
photon flux of (1X 1016) photons/cm2 at each wavelength in DC mode employing a photo-action 
spectrum measurement system connected to the solar simulator (CEP-2000, Bunkokeiki, Japan).  
2.4 UV-vis spectroscopy:  
UV-vis spectrometry instrument is used to investigate the optical properties like absorption, 
reflection and transmission properties of different materials either of organic molecules or 
transition materials. It utilizes the ultraviolet light (200-400 nm) and visible light (400-760 nm) for 
the above analysis. The deuterium light source are used to enlighten the UV region and tungsten 
lamp for part of visible and the whole of visible region. The visible region absorbance or 
reflectance spectra directly interpreted the distinguished colour of the involved chemicals. The UV 
region absorbance is measured from the transition of electron from ground state to excited state 
upon irradiance of light energy. Schematic representation and block diagram of the instruments 
are represented by Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Schematic representation of the UV-vis process. 
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Using the UV-vis spectroscopy it is possible to calculate the transmittance, absorption and the 
concentration of the desired molecules.  
Transmittance is defined as the ratio of transmitted intensity to the input light intensity. Reflectance 
can be defined as the logarithm of the transmittance. 
Transmittance =It/Io, Absorbance (A) = log [1/(It/Io)], According to Lambert Beer`s law, 
Absorbance (A) = absorption coefficient (α)*path length (b)*sample concentration (c) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               
  Figure 12. Block diagram of the UV-vis instrument. 
 
2.5 Transmission spectrum: 
 Transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layers are integral part of fabrication of DSSCs. The 
coexistence of electrical conductivity and optical transparency are the requisite phenomenon of 
these materials. The common TCO plates most utilized now a days are F-SnO2, Sn-In2O3, Sb-SnO2. 
The electrical conductivity of these thin films are due to oxygen vacancies or by external doping. 
The conductivity of the thin film depends on the charge carrier concentration and is given by the 
following Equation. 
                                                          ne                                                         (10)                                                
Here  is electronic charge mobility, n is electronic charge density and e is electronic charge.  
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The electronic mobility is given by 
*m
e
                                                           (11) 
 Here  is mean time between the collisions, *m is the effective electron mass. Equation 10 and 11 
concludes the negatively correlation between the electronic charge density and mobility. On the 
other hand this interprets the high charge carrier density of TCO layers, reduces the carrier mobility 
and the conductivity does not increase after a certain extent and is responsible for photon 
transmission loss (Fig. 13).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Schematic showing the light transmission loss while passing through a TCO layer. 
 
TCO thin film are wide band gap semiconducting oxide and should have low extinction coefficient. 
Optical properties of TCO are dependent towards refractive index (n), extinction coefficient (k), 
band gap (Eg), and the geometry of material involved. Geometry includes the external parameters 
like film thickness, uniformity and the surface roughness. Rest of the optical parameters are 
intrinsic in nature and are materials properties. TCO layer optical properties are also dependent 
towards the optical properties of substrate upon which the TCO layer is coated. Sheet resistance 
of a conductive thin film is given by  
                                                            
t
Rs

1
                                                          (12) 
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                       Absorbance             RA 

exp1                                                      (13) 
Here sR is sheet resistance,    is conductivity, t  is thickness of film, A is absorption in the TCO 
film, R is reflection. These two Equations stated that by lowering the thickness of the TCO film, 
transmission increases but sheet resistance increases.  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Instrument used in this thesis to carry out the UV-vis and transmission spectra 
measurement. 
 
2.6 Thickness measurement:  
 The Dektak 6M Stylus profiler from Veeco was used to measure the thickness profile of 
mesoporous TiO2 photoanode employed on FTO glass. It provides the measurements by placing 
the sample under a diamond-tipped stylus. The diamond stylus is mechanically associated with the 
core of a linear variable differential (LVD) transformer. The stylus tip is located across the sample 
as per the user programmed various scan length, time, speed and stylus force. The surface variation 
of film is covered by stylus motion and the vertically converted motion varies the core position of 
LVD transformer generating the corresponding electrical signal. The LVD transformer generates 
an AC reference signal proportional to the stylus positional variation and high precision A/D 
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converter converts it to digital form. The computer memory can store the data memory for further 
display and measurement display.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Block diagram of DEKTAK 6M stylus profiler. 
 
The step profilometry can perform the secondary functions like surface roughness, irregularities 
in the film surface and at the same time maximum, minimum and average heights of the peaks and 
troughs can also be recorded. 
  
2.7 Sputtering instrument: 
Sputtering process is a physical vapor deposition phenomenon to deposit nanoparticles thin 
films of various materials like dielectric film SiO2, ZrO2, TiO2, transparent films like ITO, ZnO, 
metal films Au, Ag, Cu, Si, Ti, Sn, Cr, Al, and Ni over the substrate surface. In working, high 
energetic ion beams are utilized and after collision with each other they produce an elastic transfer 
of momentum and displace the atoms from the surface of target. The released secondary electron 
system from the target are responsible to maintain the weakly charged gas particle system called 
plasma. Figure 16 describes the basic sputtering system and sputtering process. The free electrons 
travel to the neutral gas atoms to drive the outer shell electrons of the gas atoms by creating 
positively charged particles (more in number) and negatively charged electrons. The neutral gas 
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achieves positively charged ion (e.g. Ar+) and accelerates towards the cathode liberating more free 
electrons by transfer of energy. The extra electrons generated releases the ions and again plasma 
formation takes place. The free electrons can combine to the positive charged ions form the neutral 
gas atoms again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. (a) Basic sputtering system and (b) sputtering mechanism. 
 
In magnetron dc sputtering, free electrons are confined above the target surface by applied 
magnetic field at the back of the cathode. Under effect of magnetic field, these electrons increases 
the possibility of ionizing the gas molecules by many orders. In our tandem DSSCs fabrication 
process, we sputtered a thin film of Ti (240 nm) from both side on a metal mesh by employing a 
sputtering apparatus (CFS-4EP-LL, Shibaura Mechatronics, Japan) as shown in the Fig. 17. The 
counter electrode utilized in thesis work have the sputtered Pt either 1 nm (intermediate layer) or 
60 nm thicker (bottom cell counter electrode) for electrolyte catalytic activity. 
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Figure 17. Apparatus employed to sputter the Ti nanoparticles on SUS-mesh and Pt nanoparticles 
on FTO glass. 
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Chapter 3  
 
Fabrication and characterization of TCO-less Tandem DSSC 
 
3.1 Introduction: 
Dye Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs) are one of most promising photovoltaic devices owing to 
ecological and low cost fabrication process [1-4]. Among 3rd generation solar cells and with 
comparison to organic solar cell, DSSCs are high in demand due to absence of vacuum process 
and better performance at large scale area [5,6]. Recently Kakiyage and Hanaya et al have achieved 
a mile stone of 14.3% efficient DSSC [7]. The demand of energy with time and technology 
improvement further promotes the need of scale up in DSSCs efficiency. High performance 
sensitized solar cell is possible by suitable modification of constituents of mesoporous layer, 
sensitizer involved or the blend of these nanomaterials incorporating at novel device level. Single 
sensitizer based DSSCs have shown limited absorption spectra and enhanced light harvesting from 
visible to near infrared (NIR) region has been reported by panchromatic usage of sensitizer. Mixing 
different sensitizers having different photo absorption regions seems to be promising however 
sensitizers employed of this arrangement possess prone to interaction with each other and 
photoconversion efficiency does not seems to be much improved [8-10]. Our group has earlier 
reported the bilayer sensitizer stained TiO2 working electrode DSSC and the limited site 
availability of photoanode imposed hindrance towards considerable photovoltaic enhancement 
[11,12,13].  Another prominent way to enhance photo absorption region at device architecture 
level is to employ tandem structure, where two photo cells are connected in series or in parallel 
[14-18]. In tandem DSSCs (T-DSSCs), a top cell utilizes shorter wavelength region and a bottom 
cell harvests the longer wavelength region photon. In Parallel tandem cell arrangement, open 
circuit voltage (Voc) matching of subcells is ideally needed and sum of short circuit current (Jsc) 
(top cell and bottom cell) is obtained [14,19].  In series tandem cell, by matching the photocurrent 
density of top and bottom cells, the sum of open circuit voltage (Voctop + Vocbottom) of the top 
(Voctop) and that of bottom cells (Vocbottom) are ideally obtained. Many T-DSSCs have been 
reported [19-20] so far, however, almost all T-DSSCs have mechanically stacked structures.  In 
these cells, light reaching the bottom electrode has to be pass through at least three transparent 
conductive oxide layers. These superfluous intermediate conductive glasses are responsible 
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towards obstacle in light transmission owing to inherent charge carrier concentration available and 
photon losses occurs. 
T-DSSCs with TCO-glass/porous titania/dye1/electrolyte/dye2/porous NiO/TCO-glass 
have been reported, where photons reaching to the bottom electrode can pass through only one 
TCO-glass substrate [21-22].  This provides simple T-DSSC structure with NiO photocathode and 
efficient photon intensity at bottom cell is achieved, however, additional Voc is limited to about 
0.1 V which is expected by the energy level difference between I3
-/I- redox potential and NiO 
valence band. M. Murayama et al have reported tandem architecture with Pt mesh sheet as 
intermediate layer [23]. However owing to Pt sheet, this structure does not seems to be cost 
effective and attractive towards industrialization purposes. Moreover the obtained efficiency was 
deeply affected by its optical transmittance. Y.Y. Yang et al have recently published tandem 
structure with Cu2S intermediate counter electrode and quantum dot sensitized solar cell as top 
and bottom electrodes. However the obtained efficiency was less than 4% [24].   A quiet favourable 
and economical approach towards the fabrication of transparent conductive oxide less DSSCs with 
back contact electrode structure (TCO-less DSSC) has been reported [25-26]. The TCO-less DSSC 
is composed of glass substrate/TiO2-dye layer/porous metal layer/electrolyte/counter electrode.  
The advantage of the TCO-less DSSC is the efficient light harvesting properties because light can 
be harvested directly without passing through TCO-layers. It has been reported that the TCO glass 
consist of around 20% cost burden of DSSCs fabrication [27] and the TCO-less back contact 
architecture with minimal conductive glass make it possible towards more economical realization. 
On the other hand it has been reported that the TCO-less back contact DSSCs have almost the 
same performance as that of TCO based DSSCs [25]. By using this TCO-less structure in the 
bottom electrode, the number of TCO layers can be reduced and light harvesting properties by the 
bottom electrode can be improved. TCO-less structure has shown a very attractive approach 
towards futuristic and emerging sensitized solar cell and has found application in different novel 
architectures like fiber type TCO-less cylindrical tandem DSSCs as reported previously [28].  
 Our group have also reported flat T-DSSCs where photons can pass through only one 
TCO substrate before reaching the bottom electrode by using the back contact structure.   
The flat T-DSSCs cell consists of TCO glass/TiO2-dye layer (top 
electrode)/electrolyte/transparent Pt/compact TiO2 /porous TiO2 layer-dye (bottom 
electrode)/electrolyte/counter electrode structure. Though the structure was capable to 
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harvest enhanced light at bottom cell consisting of less TCO layers, the authors were able 
to observe actually a little higher Voc than that of the corresponding single cell. However, 
the Voc increase was limited because of electrolyte diffusions between top and bottom 
electrodes through pin holes of compact layer fabricated in the bottom electrode [29].  
 Here in this chapter we report series stacked DSSCs i.e. T-DSSCs architecture where 
bottom cell electrode structure has been fabricated using either one FTO glass or with 
completely metal structured (no FTO glass). The resulting cost effective T-DSSCs with 
efficient photon flux at bottom cell are able to utilize only two TCO glass instead of four, 
making it favourable choice towards futuristic tandem solar cell.  The novel TCO-less T-
DSSCs structures are capable to suppress absorption loss of infrared illumination (IR) by 
utilizing semi-transparent Pt sputtered  FTO glass as an intermediate layer between top and 
bottom cell.   
 
 
3.2 Experimental details: 
3.2.1 Materials 
All materials utilized in the present report are commercially available and were used 
without any further purification. Nanoporous highly transparent TiO2 paste HT/SP 
(Solaronix, SA) and semi-transparent TiO2 paste D/SP (Solaronix, SA) were utilized for 
the fabrication of top and bottom photoanodes respectively. To fabricate the tandem DSSCs 
by mechanically stacking top and bottom cells, corresponding mesoporous photoanodes 
were sensitized with indoline dye D-131 (Mitsubishi Paper Mills, Japan) and ruthenium 
dye cis-bis-(isothiocyanato)bis(2,2’-bypyridyl-4,4’-dicarboxy-lato)ruthenium(II)bis-
tetrabutyl ammonium (N-719, Solaronix SA), respectively. The selection of these two dyes 
were performed for the sensitization of top and bottom electrodes owing to their 
complementary light absorption properties, an important requirement of sensitizer for 
tandem formation. The chemical structures of the dyes utilized in top cell (D131) and 
bottom cell (N719) along with their electronic absorption spectra (in solution form) are 
shown in the Fig. 1. Photoanode of TCO-less DSSC as bottom electrode was fabricated 
using mesoporous TiO2 on flexible stainless steel mesh (SUS-730, Asada mesh Co. Ltd., 
Japan) having wire diameter of 13 μm with the spacing between the wire of 16 μm. In order 
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to avoid the contact between photoanode and counter electrode of top cell DSSC, a hot melt 
polymer film Himilan (Mitsui-DuPont Polychemicals Japan) of 30 µm thickness was used 
as spacer. The electrolytes and solvents utilized in this thesis were of reagent grade and 
used without any further purifications. The thickness of the nanoporous TiO2 layer coated 
on the Fluorine doped Tin oxide glass (FTO glass) was measured using DEKTAK 6M 
(STYLUS PROFILER). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. (a) Chemical structures and (b) electronic absorption spectra (ethanol solution) of 
the dye sensitizer, Ref [30].  
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3.2.2 Cell fabrication  
3.2.2.1 TCO tandem DSSCs  
TCO based tandem DSSCs consisting four TCO plates were prepared in the device 
configuration FTO glass/TiO2-DyeA/electrolyte/semi-transparent Pt-FTO glass/ FTO glass 
/TiO2/ DyeB/ electrolyte/ Pt-FTO glass which is schematically shown in the Fig. 2. Fluorine 
doped tin oxide (FTO) glasses were cleaned with detergent water, distilled water, acetone, 
IPA and distilled water respectively prior to use. After cleaning the glasses were subjected 
by N2 gas flow to make it dry and further operated with UV-ozone treatment in order to 
make surface hydrophilic and free of organic impurities.  
 Top cell fabrication:  
Mesoporous TiO2 layer for the top electrode was prepared by screen printing TiO2 HT/SP paste 
followed by baking at 450˚C for 30 minute. This printed TiO2 on FTO glass was immersed in 0.5 
mM D-131 (acetonitrile: t-butyl alcohol (1:1 v/v)) for 4 hrs at room temperature for the dye 
adsorption.  The counter electrode of the top cell should allow the maximum photon to reach the 
bottom cell and semi-transparent catalytic Pt layer of 1nm was deposited on a FTO glass by 
sputtering apparatus (CFS-4EP-LL, Shibaura Mechatronics, Japan).  To make the top cell, D131 
sensitized FTO based photoanode was assembled with semi-transparent Pt-coated FTO glass and 
Himilan film spacer followed by electrolyte insertion. After that the cell was sealed properly with 
epoxy resin.  
As the bottom cell is able to receive only the remaining photons unabsorbed and passing 
through the top cell, it is important to optimize the thickness of nanoporous TiO2 layer used for the 
sensitization of D131 dye of the cells. In this context, the possible variation of TiO2 thickness has 
been made. The transmission of the light through the D131 stained varying thickness of TiO2 
nanoporous layer and falling on to the bottom cell was measured and is shown in Fig. 3. It can be 
clearly seen that with increasing thickness of the TiO2 layer there is decrease in the transmittance 
of light, indicating maximum light transmission of around 70 % for the thickness of 1 µm.  
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of TCO based Tandem DSSC having top cell thickness 1µm while 
bottom cell thickness 16µm, Ref [30]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Change in the light transmission as a function of thickness of nanoporous TiO2 layer of the 
top cell, Ref [30].  
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 Bottom cell fabrication:  
Nanoporous TiO2 layer of the bottom electrode was prepared by screen printing TiO2 D/SP paste 
followed by baking at 450˚C for 30 minute.  The screen printed sample was immersed in 0.3 mM 
solution of N719 dye in acetonitrile: t-butyl alcohol (1:1 v/v) for 48 hours at room temperature. 
The bottom cell was assembled by similar process as of the top cell, except by employing counter 
electrode having 60nm thick Pt nanoparticle on FTO glass.   
 The TCO tandem DSSCs were then fabricated by mechanically stacking the top cell and 
the bottom cell in such a way that both are series connected (Fig. 2).  Electrolyte used for top cell 
as well as bottom cell  consisted of I2 (50 mM), LiI (500 mM), 4-tert butyl Pyridine (580 mM) and 
1-Ethyl 3-methylimidazoliumiodide (600 mM) in dehydrated acetonitrile. 
In order to reduce one of costly materials TCO component in the tandem DSSCs, effort 
were made to remove the counter electrode of bottom cell. For this purpose the FTO glass was 
substituted by flexible titanium (Ti) foil. The architecture is shown in Fig. 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Schematic representation of TCO based tandem DSSCs with 60nm thick Pt sputtered Ti 
foil as bottom cell counter electrode. 
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3.2.2.2 TCO-less tandem DSSCs 
 TCO-less bottom cell fabrication: 
 In this device architecture, one of FTO glass of bottom electrode of TCO tandem DSSC 
was replaced by flexible metal mesh based TCO-less photoanode. This reduces one of the 
four TCO plates commonly used in standard mechanically stacked TCO tandem DSSCs. 
TCO-less tandem DSSC fabricated in this work consists of FTO glass/TiO2-
D131/electrolyte/semi-transparent Pt-FTO glass/ N719-TiO2/metal mesh/electrolyte/Pt-
FTO glass as schematically shown in the Fig. 5.  Flexible and porous metal mesh used to 
fabricate the TCO-less photoanode not only serves the purpose of holding the nanoporous 
TiO2 layer but functions as back contact current collecting grid also. TCO based top cell 
sensitized with D-131 dye was prepared in the similar manner as discussed in the section.  
   To prepare the TCO-less bottom cell photoanode,  a porous TiO2 paste (D/SP)  was 
screen printed on Ti (240 nm) sputtered stainless steel mesh (SUS-730)  followed by baking at 
450˚C for 30 min. The sputtering of Ti nanoparticle layer on SUS mesh has the effect in blocking 
the electron back recombination by electrolyte [26]. This porous mesh coated with nanoporous 
TiO2 was immersed in N719 dye solution for 48 hrs for dye adsorption. After dye absorption, 
samples were washed with similar solvent in order to remove residual un-adsorbed dyes. Bottom 
cell was prepared by assembling TiO2 coated Ti/SUS mesh stained by N719 dye and Pt sputtered 
FTO glass. In order to avoid short circuit and to fill the space with electrolyte, porous 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) film having thickness of 35µm (H010A293D), 0.1µm pore size, 
ADVANTEC) was placed in between mesh and Pt/FTO glass counter electrode. After insertion of 
electrolyte, both of the bottom and top cells were finally sealed with the epoxy resin. TCO-less 
tandem DSSC was then finally fabricated by mechanically stacking the TCO-based top cell 
sensitized with D131 dye and TCO-less bottom cell sensitized with N719 dye. 
3.2.2.3 TCO-less tandem DSSCs consisting two FTO plates 
The new tandem device architecture have been proposed by avoiding the FTO glass of the 
TCO tandem DSSC bottom cell by implementing a new TCO-less device architecture. Towards 
this approach, nanoparticle Pt coated FTO counter electrode of bottom cell of TCO-tandem DSSC 
(Fig. 2) was replaced by nanoparticle Pt coated flexible titanium (Ti) metal foil. Ti metal foil are  
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Figure 5. Schematic structure of TCO-less tandem DSSC with three FTO glass as transparent 
conducting substrate having 1µm thickness top cell and 16µm thickness bottom cell, Ref [30]. 
 
 
Figure 6. Schematic of the general process of TCO-less Tandem DSSC fabrication process. 
 
well known flexible metal with high temperature sinterability, better conductivity and are 
economical than FTO glass. These properties of Ti foil places it an alternative of FTO glass with 
nontransparent application leading light weight DSSCs fabrication. TCO-less tandem DSSCs 
consisting of no TCO glass in bottom cell were fabricated in the device architecture FTO 
glass/TiO2-D131/ electrolyte/semi-transparent Pt-FTO glass/ N719-TiO2-metal-
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mesh/electrolyte/Pt-Ti Foil as shown in Fig. 7. The basic fabrication process for individual TCO 
based top cell sensitized with D131 and completely TCO free N719 sensitized bottom electrode 
was similar to that discussed earlier. The only difference in TCO-less bottom electrode fabrication 
lies in the removal of Pt-coated FTO glass as counter electrode by Pt sputtered Ti-foil as the 
counter electrode. Thickness of the sputtered catalytic Pt layer on the Ti-foil was maintained at 60 
nm.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Schematic structure of TCO-less tandem DSSC with only two FTO glass as transparent 
conducting substrate. The thickness of top cell is 1µm and bottom cell has thickness 16µm, Ref [30]. 
 
3.3 Results and discussion 
3.3.1 Optimization of top cell Jsc in TCO tandem DSSCs  
In series connected cells of T-DSSCs, top cell performance in terms of its optimum 
thickness, light transmission through the top cell along with the complementary light absorption 
and photon harvesting with respect to the bottom cell play a crucial role. In previous section we 
have shown the effect of top cell TiO2 thickness towards optical transparency. In the series 
connected cells of T-DSSCs, overall efficiency is mainly controlled by the cell with the lower Jsc, 
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while large mismatch in bottom cell and top cell Jsc results in poor fill factor (FF) ultimately leads 
to the poor performance. The effects of top cell photo anode thickness on Jsc and fill factor for 
fabricated tandem solar cell has been summarized in Fig. 8. On the other hand Fig. 9 exhibits the 
photovoltaic characteristics of TCO-based single cell and T-DSSCs fabricated using D131 
sensitized top cell of 3µm and N719 sensitized bottom cell as per the TCO tandem DSSC device 
architecture (shown in Fig. 2). It can be seen from this Fig. 8 that Voc of the T- DSSC is the sum 
of the Voc of top and bottom cells which is a typical characteristics of the series connected T-
DSSCs.  Table 1 shows that, T-DSSC only shows a little increase in the external power conversion 
efficiency (4.3 %) as compared to best single cell (3.8 %, top cell). In spite of the summation of 
the Voc in T-DSSC, the very low FF owing to highly mismatched Jsc of the top and bottom cells 
could be responsible for the only slight enhancement of the photoconversion efficiency.   
 
 
Figure 8. The effect of top cell mesoporous layer thickness effect on TCO Tandem DSSC (a) short 
circuit current density (Jsc) (b) Fill factor (FF). 
 
3.3.2 TCO tandem DSSCs performance 
Based on the observation of decrease in the light intensity transmitting through the dye D131 
sensitized top cell, effect of the thickness of nanoporous TiO2 layer on the photovoltaic 
performance of TCO tandem DSSCs (Fig. 2) was investigated and these results are shown in Fig 
10.  With the increase in thickness of top cell mesoporous layer, the photon flux harvesting of top 
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Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters for single cell and T-DSSC in TCO-tandem DSSC (Fig. 2) 
configuration of TCO tandem DSSCs with 3µm thick top cell photoanode and 16 µm thick bottom 
cell photoanode. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. I-V curves for D131 sensitized top cell and N719 sensitized bottom cell along with TCO 
Tandem DSSC (Fig. 2) after the simulated solar irradiation. Thickness of the top cell nanoporous 
TiO2 layer was 3 µm and bottom cell TiO2 thickness was maintained at 16 µm, Ref [30]. 
 
cell increases. At the same time this enhanced photo harvesting by top cell reduces the intensity of 
the photon reaching the bottom cell and the adverse effects on the performance of bottom cell has 
been observed. In all cases Voc in T-DSSCs was always the sum of the Voc of respective top and 
bottom cells but FF was found to decrease drastically when the thickness of the top cell TiO2 layer 
 Jsc(mA/cm
2) Voc(V) FF η(%) 
Tandem Cell 7.50 1.34 0.43 4.32 
Top Cell 8.06 0.71 0.67 3.84 
Bottom Cell 5.13 0.64 0.73 2.04 
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increased over 1 µm ultimately, leading to hampered overall photoconversion efficiency of the 
TCO Tandem DSSC (shown in Fig. 2).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Effect of thickness of nanoporous TiO2 sensitized with D131 in top cell on the 
photoconversion efficiency of TCO-based T-DSSCs, Ref [30]. 
 
Best photovoltaic performance (6.28%) and photon harvesting behaviour of the TCO 
tandem DSSC (architecture of Fig. 2) were, therefore, obtained with top cell sensitized D131 
having 1µm thick nanoporous TiO2. The IV characteristics and the IPCE spectra are shown in Fig. 
11 along with the photovoltaic parameters are shown in the Table 2. It clearly indicates that 
relatively better match  Jsc of the top cell (7.17 mA/cm2) and bottom cell (6.07 mA/cm2) results in  
the observation of better FF of 0.65 ultimately leading to the much improved photoconversion 
efficiency as compared to their individual top and bottom cell counterparts. 
The TCO tandem DSSCs with Ti foil bottom cell counter electrode (Fig. 4) photovoltaic 
performance has been shown in Fig. 12 and in Table 3. The fabricated tandem cell shows better 
efficiency (6.64%) than previous TCO tandem architecture and it can be ascribed to enhanced 
catalytic activity of bottom cell counter electrode.  
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Figure 11. I-V curves (a) and photocurrent action spectra (b) for D131 sensitized top cell and N719 
sensitized bottom cells along with TCO tandem DSSC (Fig. 2), Ref [30]. 
Table 2. Photovoltaic parameters for TCO based single top and bottom cells along with TCO 
tandem DSSC (Fig. 2)  having TiO2 layer thickness (1 µm) in the top cell. 
 Jsc (mA/cm
2) Voc (V) FF Efficiency (%) 
Tandem Cell 6.96 1.40 0.65 6.28 
Top Cell 7.17 0.73 0.67 3.53 
Bottom Cell 6.07 0.67 0.71 2.89 
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Figure 12. I-V curves (a) and photocurrent action spectra (b) for D131 sensitized top cell and N719 
sensitized bottom cells of TCO tandem DSSC (Fig. 4) architecture with Ti foil counter electrode. 
 
3.3.3 Working principle of TCO-less tandem DSSCs with three TCO substrates 
 In the present work, T-DSSC is fabricated by mechanically stacking two DSSCs (Top and bottom 
cells) connected in the series with an attempt to remove one of the TCO component from the 
bottom cells implementing the protected metal mesh based TCO-less DSSC architecture reported 
by our group previously [26]. Figure 13 depicts the schematic representation and electron flow in  
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Table 3. Photovoltaic parameters for TCO based single top and bottom cells with Ti foil as counter 
electrode in TCO tandem DSSC (Fig. 4)  having TiO2 layer thickness (1 µm) in the top cell. 
 
 Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF Efficiency (%) 
Tandem Cell 6.61 1.50 0.67 6.64 
Top Cell 6.64 0.76 0.78 3.89 
Bottom Cell 5.93 0.74 0.72 3.16 
 
 series connected TCO-less T-DSSCs consisting with TCO-based top cell sensitized with D131 
and TCO-less bottom cells sensitized with Ruthenium dye N719. Irradiation of light flux was 
introduced directly on top cell passing through the two FTO layers and mesoporous TiO2/dye layer 
top cell reaching to the TCO-less bottom cell. Illumination with light having energy greater or 
equal to band gap of top cell dye (D131) is capable to excite the electrons from (HOMO)top cell to 
(LUMO)top cell. Simultaneously, bottom cell stained with dye N719 also absorbs the remaining light 
flux passed out from the top cell. The complementary electronic absorption spectra of dyes D131 
and N719 (Fig. 1) indicates that photon beyond 500 nm which were unable to be absorbed by the 
top cell are now available for the bottom cell. Remaining reduced intensity light available at bottom 
cell and greater or equal to band gap of bottom cell dye (N719) excites electron from (HOMO)bottom 
cell to (LUMO)bottom cell. Since LUMO of both of dyes utilized in the present case energetically 
match and higher than conduction band level of mesoporous TiO2. This energetic matching leads 
to the facile electron injection and electron collection by mesoporous TiO2 layer. The bottom cell 
electron are collected by mesoporous TiO2 on protected metal mesh (TCO-less bottom cell). 
Electrons from the top cell photoanode find their path by external load to counter electrode of the 
bottom cell. At the same time, electrons collected by the TCO-less photoanode of the bottom cell 
also reaches to counter electrode of the top cell. These collected electrons at counter electrodes of 
the corresponding top cell and bottom cell reduce the oxidized redox species (electrolytes) and 
finally lead the dye regeneration.  
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 Figure 13. Schematics working principle of TCO-less tandem DSSC, Ref [30]. 
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3.3.4 Optimization of bottom cell Jsc in TCO-less tandem DSSCs 
As discussed in the previous section, mechanically stacked TCO tandem DSSCs usually consist 
of four FTO glasses as TCO substrates. TCO is not only one of the costly components of the 
DSSCs with but it also affects the transmission of light while passing from top to bottom  as shown 
in Fig. 14. Back contact (BC) TCO-less tandem DSSCs were fabricated and transmission of light 
at the surface of bottom cell TiO2 photoanode were measured and compared with TCO Tandem 
DSSC based bottom cell counterparts. The photon transmission spectra available to bottom cell of 
different tandem architecture are shown in Fig. 15. It can be clearly seen that only removal of one 
TCO-layers of the bottom cell by implementing the BC TCO-less device architecture leads to 
about 20 % enhancement in transmitted light in the wavelength region of 600-1100 nm. These 
results suggest the usefulness of TCO-less T-DSSC architecture in terms of available light flux to 
bottom cells especially if these cells are potential near infra-red (NIR) sensitizers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. The transmission loss offered by the FTO glass towards photon transmission. 
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Figure 15. Transmission spectra of T-DSSC for photon passing through three TCO layers (TCO-
TDSC of Fig. 2) and only two TCO layers (Back contact T-DSSC shown in Fig. 5), showing 
availability of photons at respective bottom cell photoanodes, Ref [30]. 
 
As discussed earlier in the standard TCO tandem DSSCs, nanoporous TiO2 with 1 µm 
thickness attributed the best photovoltaic performance. Optimization of the TiO2 layer thickness 
of TCO-less bottom photoanode sensitized with N719 dye was carried out for TCO-less T-DSSC 
(Fig. 5). Thickness of nanoporous TiO2 layer coated on the protected metal mesh (bottom TCO-
less electrode) was varied and the results is shown in Fig. 16. In all the TCO-less T-DSSCs, Voc 
about 1.45 V (sum of the Voc of top and bottom cells) was observed, demonstrating the tandem 
functionality. It is interesting observation from Fig. 16 that an optimum thickness of TiO2 layer is 
necessary to harvest the maximum photons reaching the bottom cell. A relatively thinner 
nanoporous TiO2 layer leads to inefficient light harvesting while much thicker TiO2 leads redox 
ion diffusion limitation leading to reduced performance of the TCO-less bottom cell. In both of 
the cases mismatch of Jsc of the top and bottom cells leads to reduced FF of T-DSSCs and 
ultimately results in hampered overall photoconversion efficiency.  
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Figure 16. (a) Effect of bottom cell thickness variation on the I-V characteristics on TCO-less T-
DSSCs (Fig. 5) and (b) thickness dependence of bottom cell TiO2 layer on photoconversion efficiency 
of TCO-less T-DSSCs, Ref [30]. 
 
 
3.3.5 TCO-less tandem DSSCs performance 
 
As revealed from the Fig. 16(b), best photovoltaic performance and photon harvesting of 
the TCO-less T-DSSC was obtained using 16 µm thick bottom electrode sensitized with N719 in 
combination with TCO based top cell sensitized with D131 (1 µm TiO2 layer thickness) and the 
photovoltaic performance are shown in Fig. 17 and Table 4. Upon simulated solar irradiation, an 
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external power conversion efficiency of 6.06 % was obtained for this TCO-less T-DSSC (Fig. 5). 
In addition the Voc of TCO-less T-DSSC (1.45V) is sum of Voc observed for top cell (0.76 V) 
and bottom cell (0.68V), confirming the successful formation of tandem cell. It is interesting to 
note that even after removal of one TCO layer, the photoconversion efficiency of TCO-less T-
DSSC (containing three TCO layer) is only slightly smaller than that of the conventional TCO 
Tandem DSSC having four TCO layers) counterpart (6.28 %).   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. I-V (a) and IPCE (b) characteristics of TCO-less T-DSSC (Fig. 3) after removal of one 
TCO layer from the bottom cell under simulated solar and monochromatic light illumination, 
respectively, Ref [30]. 
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Table 4. Photovoltaic parameters of TCO-less T-DSSC (Fig. 3) after simulated solar irradiation. 
 Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF Efficiency (%) 
Tandem Cell 6.17 1.45 0.68 6.06 
Top Cell 6.12 0.76 0.66 3.06 
Bottom Cell 5.79 0.68 0.72 2.83 
 
 
3.3.6 Performance evaluation of TCO-less tandem DSSCs with two TCO plates: 
In order to remove TCO layer completely from the bottom cell, TCO-less T-DSSC was 
fabricated using back contact TCO-less bottom cell sensitized with dye N719 where Pt coated FTO 
glass was replaced with the Pt-coated Ti-foil as counter electrode in the device architecture shown 
in the Fig. 7. The Fabricated TCO-less T-DSSC contains only two TCO layers in the top cell 
sensitized with D131 having the optimized thickness of nanoporous TiO2 layer of 1 µm as 
discussed in the previous section. Figure 18 exhibits the photovoltaic characteristics and 
photocurrent action spectra for TCO based top cell, completely TCO-less bottom cell along with 
the series connected TCO-less T-DSSC (Fig. 7) along with the photovoltaic parameters shown in 
Table 5.  This Fig. 18 and Table clearly reveals that completely TCO-less bottom cell sensitized 
with N719 dye works even better than its TCO based bottom counter parts in terms of all of the 
device parameters. A very good match of the Jsc for top and bottom cell results in to high FF of 
0.69 for the TCO-less T-DSSC (Fig. 7) resulting in to the external power conversion efficiency of 
7.10 % which is much better than that of the single cell efficiencies. The observation of the high 
Jsc and FF for the TCO-less bottom cell (Fig. 7) could be attributed to the more electrocatalytic 
activity of conductive Ti foil and effective use of incoming photon flux to the bottom cell utilizing 
the reflected light from the metallic Ti-foil. This was confirmed by the relatively higher IPCE (Fig. 
18) of the TCO-less T-DSSC (Fig. 7) when completely TCO free bottom cell was used as 
compared to TCO-based bottom cell as shown in Fig. 17. At the same, the relatively higher 
conductivity of the Ti-foil as compared to the FTO glass results in the observation of higher FF. 
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Figure 18. Photovoltaic characteristics (a) and photocurrent action spectra (b) for single cells and 
TCO-less T-DSSC (Fig. 4) after the complete removal of TCO layer from the bottom cell, Ref [30].  
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Table 5. Photovoltaic parameters of top cell, TCO-less bottom cell and T-DSSC (Fig. 7) after 
simulated solar irradiation. 
 Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (V) FF Efficiency (%) 
Tandem Cell 7.20 1.42 0.69 7.10 
Top Cell 7.00 0.73 0.64 3.26 
Bottom Cell 7.36 0.71 0.74 3.86 
 
 
3.4 Conclusion 
Mechanically stacked and series connected TCO-less T-DSSCs were attempted in different novel 
device structures not only to remove the costly TCO components but to enhance efficiency and 
match the photovoltaic performance with their TCO based T-DSSC counterparts. Optimization in 
terms of the nanoporous TiO2 layer utilized for top and bottom cell was carried out to obtain the 
maximum Jsc for both of the single cells followed by their matching to obtain optimum FF for T-
DSSCs. The optimum thickness for the TCO- based top cell sensitized with D131 and TCO-less 
bottom cell sensitized with N719 dye was found to be 1 µm and 16 µm, respectively. Interestingly, 
it was found that complete removal of the TCO layer from the bottom cell exhibited the best TCO-
less T-DSSC giving Jsc of 7.20 mA/cm2, Voc of 1.42 V and FF of 0.69 leading to the external 
power conversion efficiency of 7.10 % under simulated solar irradiation. In spite of removal of 
two TCO layers in the TCO-less T-DSSC and by containing only two TCO layers, it exhibited 
superior photovoltaic performance as compared to its TCO based T-DSSC (6.28 %) containing 
four TCO layers. These results clearly indicate the superiority of our novel TCO-less T-DSSC 
architecture over TCO based Tandem cells and justify their potentiality towards fabrication of 
more efficient DSSC by implementing the efficient NIR dyes for bottom TCO-less electrode. 
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Chapter 4 
 
TCO-less back contact Tandem DSSCs having extended wavelength 
photon harvesting 
4.1 Introduction: 
Stimulated by continuously raising demand of energy and the constraint in fossil fuel 
resources, the renewable energy resources are pivotal and particularly the solar energy are main 
source of energy. Among the 3rd generation solar energy resources, dye sensitized solar cells 
(DSSCs) have attracted attention for cost effective solar energy harvesting aiming towards the 
realization of low carbon society and diverse response in variable light conditions [1-2]. DSSCs 
have drawn more attention towards stabilized power output with variation of incident light angle 
and possess enormous potential in comparison to Si solar cell [3]. On the other hand colorful 
DSSCs are more appealing and resourceful towards window application. Their performance is 
highly affected towards the engaged mesoporous layer in collaboration with sensitizer and 
regenerative agent employed in conjunction with conductive glass. The Photo harvesting 
capability of DSSCs are inherent from employed sensitizing dyes and the enhanced photovoltaic 
performance is possible by further exploring the panchromatic photon harvesting from visible to 
near infra-red (NIR) wavelength region [4,5].  The DSSCs employed of dyes with capability of 
NIR light absorption have shown lower efficiency. The utilization of these dyes as photosensitizer 
always have a tradeoff between open circuit voltage and absorption spectra [6]. Panchromatic 
photon harvesting has been offered by various strategies at sensitizer level. However, these 
strategies were not as beneficial and have been discussed in the previous chapter.  
According to Shockley-Queisser limit of 30% efficiency of single junction device, the power 
conversion efficiencies of solar cell can be extended beyond this by interconnecting different solar 
subcells in tandem architecture [7].  Implementation of tandem device architectures provide the 
capability to make full advantage of not only harvesting photons in wider wavelength region of 
sunlight effectively but also attainment of higher resultant open circuit voltage (Voc) [8].  The 
tandem device architecture has been well advocated also in order to extend photoconversion 
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efficiency by shifting the photon harvesting window up to longer wavelengths in a combination 
that upper cell have higher bandgap photon window while lower cell have low band gap window. 
In the construction of mechanically stacked tandem DSSCs incorporating four transparent 
conductive oxide (TCO) glass plates, the device performance is limited by superfluous 
intermediate TCO layers towards light intensity available to bottom cells. At the same time they 
also offer the additional cost burden since in the construction of DSSC, TCO is amongst one of 
the costly components.  Mechanically stacked perovskite – Si or CIGS tandem solar cells has also 
been reported, but the performances mere affected by intermediate layers, were limited due to 
photon intensity availability at bottom cell [9, 10]. Therefore, fabrication of tandem cell with 
suppressed optical transmission loss towards light availability at bottom electrode is still a 
challenge. To avoid the optical transmission loss with reduction in the fabrication cost, 
mechanically stacked tandem DSSC utilizing NiO as photo cathode by avoiding intermediate layer 
have been reported but the efficiency observed was less than 2% [11,12]. Though monolithic 
tandem solar cell have been known with the drawback of need of extreme engineering of tunnel 
layer or recombination junction [10,13]. Wenger et al [14] have reported monolithic tandem solar 
cells using DSSC as top cells and CIGS as bottom cell in order to solve the problems associated 
with absorption losses in the mechanically stacked series tandem solar cells. Although proof of the 
concept was demonstrated, electrolyte used in the DSSC top cell lead to the corrosion of CIGS 
bottom cell leading to the open circuit voltage loss and overall device performance degradation. 
 In order to improve the photon intensity availability at bottom cells, in previous chapter we 
have explored the TCO-less tandem DSSC structure utilizing visible region harvesting dyes only 
as a proof of the concept for the new device architecture [15]. Utilization of TCO-less tandem 
architecture is a concept and necessary approach towards reduction of fabrication cost. However 
panchromatic photon harvesting using near infra-red (NIR) light absorption has to be taken for 
consideration. In this context, mechanically stacked tandem DSSC using four TCO glass plates 
stained by NIR dyes such as black dye or DX dye were utilized to justify the role of panchromatic 
photon harvesting in controlling the overall device performance [4,16,17,18].   In this chapter, we 
would like to propose a new tandem DSSCs device architecture towards combining the back 
contact TCO-less DSSC as the bottom electrode along with a novel phthalocyanine based NIR dye 
(PC25) having complementary photon harvesting spectra with visible light absorbing ruthenium 
dye N719 used in the top cell. 
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4.2 Experimental details: 
4.2.1 Materials: The materials utilized in this work are of reagent grade and used without further 
processing. The top cell photoanodes, sensitized with Ru based N719 dye (purchased from 
Solaronix) harvests the narrow wavelength region photon and bottom photoanodes were sensitized 
with phthalocyanine dye (PC25), having capability to absorb photon wavelength up to 900nm. 
Electronic structure of both employed dye of top cell and bottom cell are shown in Fig. 2. All the 
solvents and electrolytes utilized were either dehydrated or anhydrous and used without further 
grading. FTO glass utilized in the experiment were purchased from Japan sheet glass of 15Ω/□. 
ITO glass utilized were obtained from GEOMATEC. ITO-PET film having resistivity of 60Ω/□ 
were purchased from sigma Aldrich.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Electronic absorption spectra of Si-Phthalocyanine dye (a) PC16 (b) PC20  
 
Si-Phthalocyanine dye   
A way to harvest long wavelength photon are by utilizing Phthalocyanine dyes as harvesting 
medium and are capable to harvest intensively towards Q band at low intensity and towards Soret 
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band. They have shown limitation by possessing the solubility and aggregation problem on TiO2 
surface. Other class of Phthalocyanine dye with Si legand has synthesized to cope the above issues.  
Our lab have synthesized various class of Si-Phthalocyanine sensitizer capable to harvest visible 
to NIR region in effective way. Figure 1 describes the electronic structure of dye PC16, PC20 and 
PC25. Their electronic absorption spectra in solution and on TiO2 has shown by Fig. 4a & 4b.We 
have optimized these dyes for panchromatic photon harvesting usage. Our approach started from 
PC16 and is showing the peak absorption at 680nm wavelength. With α substitution in dye PC16, 
the dye PC25 have shortened the bandgap and shifting of absorption peak towards red region has 
been obtained. Further perusal of anchoring of C=O group in α substitution position reduces the 
bandgap making peak spectra shifting towards more red region. Dye PC20 peak lies on 765nm 
and PC25 peak lies on 790nm wavelength. The broadening of absorption is observed on TiO2 film 
and is observed due to aggregation of dye with mesoporous film. Owing to these favorable 
properties for red region harvesting, we preferred to carry on the PC25 properties to exploit the 
panchromatic light harvesting.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Electronic structure of sensitizers (A) N719 utilized in top cell (B) Phthalocyanine dye PC25 
involved in bottom cell sensitization, Ref [15]. 
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 Electronic absorption spectra in solution state for sensitizing dyes used in top cell (N719) and 
bottom cell (PC25) of the tandem DSSC are shown in Fig. 2. It can be clearly seen that they bear 
completely complimentary light absorption having capability of wide wavelength photon 
harvesting from visible to NIR region. A dye bath solution of ruthenium dye N719 (0.3 mM in t-
Butyl Alcohol: Acetonitrile (volume 1:1)) and PC25 (0.1 mM in THF: Ethanol (volume 1:9)) was 
utilized for the fabrication of top cells and bottom cells, respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Electronic absorption spectra of sensitizers (A) N719 (B) Phthalocyanine dye PC25 in their 
respective solvents, Ref [15]. 
 
The employed bottom cell dye PC25 was synthesized in our laboratory as per scheme shown 
in Appendix. The synthesized dye PC25 was confirmed by NMR and mass spectra. Different 
nature of dyes with different electrolyte compositions were used in the respective top and bottom 
cells of the tandem DSSCs. Electrolyte utilized for top cell and bottom cell were I2 (0.05 M), LiI 
(0.1 M), 4-t-Butylpyridine (0.5M), dimethylpropylimdazolium iodide (DMPII, 0.6 M) and I2 
(0.05M), LiI (1M), DMPII (0.6M) in dehydrated acetonitrile  respectively.  
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Figure 4. UV-vis spectra of Phthalocyanine dye series PC16, PC20, PC25 (a) in solution in their 
respective solvent (b) on TiO2 coated simple glass. 
(a) 
(b) 
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4.2.2 Cell fabrication and measurement: 
The tandem DSSCs were fabricated in different architectures and photovoltaic performance 
were measured at AM 1.5 sun condition under the effect of 100mW/cm2 light intensity. The 
fabricated cells were covered with the black metal mask of 0.2025cm2 area and measurements 
were performed at 25˚C.  I-V characteristics and photo action spectra measurement setup has been 
elaborated in previous chapter.  
4.2.2.1 Conventional TCO tandem DSSCs   
The mechanically stacked tandem DSSCs were fabricated because they have attained 
advantage with their ease of fabrication and integration. The performance realization and matching 
of individual subcells of mechanically stacked tandem DSSCs have also achieved very relaxed 
process without any significant constraint. The fabrication process of top cell is similar as of 
previously explained tandem DSSCs subcells fabrication (chapter 3). The cleaned FTO glasses 
were put with 40mM aqueous TiCl4 solution (Wako) at 80˚C for 30 minute. The treated glasses 
were further washed with ethanol and distilled water respectively and further baked at 450˚C for 
30 minute to get compact layer of TiO2 on FTO layer. The formed TiO2 compact layer is able to 
strengthen the bonding between screen printed TiO2 nanoparticles and conductive glass [19,20]. 
To make the top cell photoanode highly transparent, HT/SP TiO2 nanoparticles were screen printed 
on treated FTO plate. The TiO2 nanoparticles coated substrate were baked at 450˚C for 30 minute. 
Again the baked substrate were treated with 40 mM TiCl4 solution and were put in hot air at 450˚C 
for 30 minute. This treatment enhances the surface roughness and the necking of TiO2 
nanoparticles has been increased resulting in enhanced photovoltaic performance [21]. In both 
treatments the formed rutile TiO2 layer has lead to the efficiency enhancement due to synergistic 
effect. The baked substrate were submerged in 0.3 mM N719 dye bath for dye absorption for 24 
hours. This photoanode was assembled with 1nm thick Pt sputtered semitransparent FTO glass 
and electrolyte was inserted and proper sealing were performed. For bottom cell photo anode 
preparation, the FTO glass was coated with D-37 TiO2 nanoparticle (Solaronix) and the TiCl4 
treatment was performed twice as explained for top cell preparation. The nanoparticle coated plate 
was immersed in PC25 dye solution for 12 hours and was assembled with 60 nm thick Pt 
nanoparticle coated FTO glass counter electrode. Electrolyte were inserted and the devices were 
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sealed properly. The fabricated top cell and bottom cells were placed together in series 
combination as according to Fig. 5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. The architecture of conventional TCO Tandem DSSC employing four TCO plates, Ref [15]. 
 
As explained in previous chapter the tandem cell utilization is highly dependent towards light 
intensity availability at bottom cell and top cell photoanode thickness pays a great influence 
towards the transmission through it. Optimization were performed towards optical and electrical 
arrangement of tandem cell and the top cell TiO2 mesoporous layer thickness was maintained to 
be 3µm. Bottom cell photo anode thickness was varied and optimum photovoltaic parameters were 
observed at 14µm thicker mesoporous layer. 
4.2.2.2 Tandem DSSCs with flexible back contact bottom electrode 
The panchromatic photon harvesting with employment of NIR region harvesting dye along 
with engineering of extent of photon available at bottom cell has been validated by new tandem 
architecture projected in this chapter. The intermediate layer working as the counter electrode (CE) 
of the top cell uses semitransparent Pt coated conductive glass offers obstacle towards further light 
transmission to the bottom cell. It must possess the high light transmission along with the optimum 
catalytic activity for attaining the enhanced solar energy harvesting. Transparent conductive glass 
have the imminent property of transmission loss and has been derived from the charge carrier 
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density available to conductive surface, thickness of conductive layer along with conductive layer-
substrate interface property [22,23]. Fluorine doped SnO2 glass (FTO glass) and Tin doped In2O3 
glass (ITO glass) are very often used conductive layers in DSSCs. Both conductive glass 
transmission spectra has been measured and been drawn in Fig. 6. The clear observation from the 
drawn spectra is the benefit of photon transmission particularly in NIR region of ITO glass for our 
interest. This provides the way to fabricate more photon efficient bottom electrode and Tin doped 
Indium Oxide (ITO) coated glass (GEOMATEC) coated with 1 nm thick Pt exhibiting relatively 
high transparency as compared to FTO glass was employed as intermediate layer (Fig. 7,8 
architecture T1, T2 & T3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 6. The transmission spectra of utilized ITO glass and FTO glass in this work. 
 
  In this novel device architecture, current collecting photo anode of the bottom cell in the 
conventional mechanically stacked tandem DSSC (Fig. 5) was substituted with TiO2 coated 
protected metal mesh as shown in the structure of Fig. 6. This reduces the use of one of the costly 
TCO component leading reduction of overall manufacturing cost. The bottom cell photo anodes 
were fabricated as per previously explained TCO-less photo anode except the employed TiO2 was 
PST 30NRD having 30 nm particle size. The TiO2 nanoparticles size has impact on dye adsorption 
and bulky molecule of dye (here PC25) have better dye adsorption property upon it [24]. The TCO-
less photo anode loaded with dye PC25 dye were assembled with 60nm thick Pt coated FTO glass 
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as counter electrode with PTFE as spacer. After electrolyte insertion the tandem cell were 
assembled as explained in previous chapter and the fabricated device architecture have been shown 
in Fig. 7.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Architecture involved in tandem DSSCs with TCO-less back contact bottom electrode  (a) 
FTO glass as bottom cell counter electrode (T1 architecture) (b) flexible bottom cell with Pt-Ti foil 
(T2 architecture) (c) Fabricated Top cell with Pt sputtered semitransparent ITO glass as counter 
electrode  Ref [15]. 
 
The future led application of flexible DSSCs have drawn a lot of attraction towards metal 
sheets. They are reported to posses good flexibility, low resistance, high temperature sinterability 
and are economical also. Ti foil, a less corrosive metal towards iodine electrolyte has found wide 
application in light weight DSSC fabrication [25,26]. In this work to make the tandem device 
architecture more economical with enhanced catalytic activity of bottom cell counter electrode, Pt 
sputtered FTO glass was replaced by Pt sputtered Ti foil (The Nilaco Co., 0.10 mm thick). 
(structure is shown in Fig. 7) 
(c) 
(b) 
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4.2.2.3 Flexible TCO-less tandem DSSCs employing ITO-PET film 
The demand of light weight flexible DSSC is growing very fast with the rise in application of 
photovoltaic devices. Conductive glasses are known to be brittle in nature and ITO-PET film has 
the possible exposure towards high flexibility with light weight and mechanical robustness [27]. 
Apart from the discussed possible reasons behind the transmission obstacle of conductive glass, 
the conductive layer roughness and substrate thickness also plays a lot. The number of charge 
carriers available in conductive layer affects the sheet resistivity and inverse relationship to each 
other. Due to these inherent properties, Flexible ITO-PET film has shown comparable and better 
transmission property than ITO-glass and particularly in 750 nm onwards of NIR region (Fig. 10). 
To fabricate the flexible TCO-less tandem DSSC with implication of engineering towards better 
light transmission of intermediate layers, 1nm thick Pt coated ITO-PET film was explored in this 
sense. The tandem cell fabrication process was similar to that of explained in previous section. The 
fabricated flexible tandem cell structure schematic is shown in Fig. 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Schematic architecture involved in tandem DSSCs with  TCO-less back contact bottom 
electrode  employing flexible bottom cell with ITO/PET film and Pt-Ti foil (T3 architecture) , Ref 
[15]. 
 
 
4.3 Performance evaluation of various Tandem DSSCs  
The DSSCs have got an edge in fabrication of the tandem cell because the short circuit current 
density (Jsc) of respective subcells can be easily adjusted by modifying the nanoparticle size or its 
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thickness, nature of sensitizer involved upon it and the electrolyte composition utilized. Another 
important aspect of tandem DSSC fabrication and performance optimization is optical 
transmittance available to bottom subcells. In previous chapter we provided the proof of concept 
towards tandem formation by employing the visible region harvesting dye. In this explained novel 
TCO-less architecture the photovoltaic performance were optimized by the proper control and 
adjustment of intensity of incident light on bottom subcell by the orchestrating of intermediate 
layer. Further high performance tandem cell fabrication is expedited with the advent of time. To 
achieve the optimum photovoltaic performance by panchromatic photo harvesting, NIR sensitizer 
Phthalocyanine dye (PC25) with photon harvesting coverage up to 900nm wavelength region has 
been used. The complementary sensitizers involved for photo harvesting of tandem cell have band 
gap 2.29ev and 1.48ev for top cell and bottom cell respectively. The respective bandgap energy 
(shown in Fig. 9) of sensitizers involved also motivate the fabrication of tandem cell with 
panchromatic photoharvesting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. The energy band level of utilized mesoporous TiO2 and involved sensitizer N719 and PC25 
in tandem cell formation. 
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TCO-tandem DSSCs: Fabrication of conventional tandem DSSC utilizing four TCO plates (TCO 
tandem DSSC) as reference cell were performed and the performances are shown in Fig. 10. The 
photovoltaic parameters obtained for the tandem DSSCs along with the respective single cells 
under simulated solar irradiation (100mW/cm2) are summarized in Table I. The hampered light 
transmission from the three top TCO-glasses lead to adjust the Jsc of the top and bottom cells 
between 8.4-8.7 mA/cm2 exhibiting the overall tandem DSSC efficiency of 6.9 %. TiO2 
photoanodes thickness of top cell and bottom cell were maintained at 3 µm (HT/SP, Solaronix) 
and 14 µm (D-37, Solaronix) respectively, by screen printing on FTO glass (15 Ω/□, Japan Sheet 
Glass). 
              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Showing the (a) I-V characteristics under simulated condition (b) photocurrent action 
spectra of TCO tandem DSSCs employing 4 TCO glass (structure of Fig. 5) ,Ref [15]. 
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       Table 1. Photovoltaic parameters of TCO Tandem DSSC under simulated condition 
 Jsc(mA/cm
2) Voc(V) FF η (%) 
Tandem Cell 8.61 1.18 0.68 6.88 
Top Cell 8.72 0.78 0.70 4.77 
Bottom Cell 8.40 0.40 0.61 2.06 
 
To analyze the optical properties of various tandem cell architectures towards the photon 
availability at the bottom cell photo anode, transmission spectra has been measured and is shown 
in Fig. 11.  The optical advantage of various tandem architecture with intermediate layer 
arrangement can be observe very clearly. There is enhancement of transmitted light from top cell 
to bottom cell in different TCO-less tandem architectures. The top cell absorbs and converts 
photons in visible region with the light absorption peak at 550 nm and remaining light photons are 
available to be harvested by the bottom cell. It is interesting to see that from wavelength region 
700 nm onwards, different tandem architectures (Fig. 7,8) exhibit differential light transmissions 
as compared to most commonly used four TCO based mechanically stacked tandem cells (Fig. 5).  
TCO Tandem bearing two intermediate conductive layer unveil greater optical loss and about 50% 
photon intensity is lost while reaching to bottom cell. By removing the superfluous conductive 
glass and by utilizing only one TCO plate in intermediate layer the optical advantage has been 
achieved. The TCO-less tandem DSSCs architecture utilizing ITO-PET film (architecture T3) 
shows about 30% enhanced light transmission within 700-1100 nm wavelength region. This 
enhanced light received by the flexible TCO-less bottom cell is expected to enhance the overall 
efficiency by better Jsc matching of top and bottom cells. The transmission spectra of employed 
semitransparent intermediate layers in various TCO-less tandem cell (1 nm Pt- ITO glass and 1nm 
Pt-ITO/PET film) been shown in Fig. 12. Utilized ITO glass has 155nm thick ITO film on 0.7mm 
thick glass and ITO-PET film has 100nm thick ITO film on 127µm thick PET film. We suppose 
the thinner layer of ITO film on thinner PET film are responsible towards relatively better 
transmission property than ITO glass although polymer substrate are supposed to be less smoother 
than glass. 
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Figure 11. The transmission spectra exhibiting the light intensity availability at bottom cell photo 
anode of different architecture tandem DSSCs (a) TCO tandem DSSCs: conventional tandem DSSCs 
with four FTO glass (b) T1/T2 tandem DSSCs: TCO-less tandem DSSCs architecture with 1nm thick 
Pt sputtered ITO glass in conjunction with FTO glass/Ti foil as bottom cell counter electrode (c) T3 
tandem DSSCs: TCO-less tandem DSSCs consisting of 1nm thick semitransparent Pt nanoparticle 
on ITO-PET film with Ti foil as counter electrode of bottom cell, Ref [15]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. The optical transmittance spectra of 1nm thick coated semitransparent ITO glass and 
ITO-PET film showing the photon advantage after 750nm wavelength. 
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Tandem DSSCs with TCO-less back contact bottom electrode: 
To achieve the optimal performance of the tandem DSSC under investigation, proper matching 
of short circuit current density (Jsc) of respective single cells were performed by optimizing their 
active layer thicknesses. Attempts have been made to attain the enhanced photovoltaic 
performance of TCO-less   tandem DSSCs (Fig. 7,8) by enabling improved incident light to the 
bottom electrode which was realized by utilizing light efficient TCO-less back contact bottom 
electrode. Photovoltaic characteristics with photocurrent action spectra of tandem DSSCs with 
TCO-less back contact bottom electrode (architecture T1 of Fig. 7) fabricated in this work are 
shown in the Fig. 13. TCO-less tandem architecture (T1) and its sub cells (top and bottom) show 
photovoltaic performance with efficiency (η) of 6.58%, Voc 1.20 V, FF 0.63, Jsc 8.65 mA/cm2, 
Top cell: η 4.47%, Voc 0.76 V, FF 0.73, Jsc 8.11 mA/cm2 and Bottom cell: η 2.10%, Voc 0.44 V, 
FF 0.67, Jsc 7.11 mA/cm2. Though bottom cell of architecture T1 shows around 14% enhanced 
light (700-900 nm), obtained Jsc is comparable and little lower than bottom cell of TCO tandem 
DSSC Jsc which is due to poor collection of electrons in back contact bottom cell architecture [28]. 
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Figure 13. Exhibiting the (a) I-V characteristics under simulated condition (b) photocurrent spectra 
of TCO-less Tandem DSSCs employing ITO glass as intermediate layer (Fig. 7, T2 architecture), Ref 
[15]. 
 
 
The tandem DSSCs with flexible bottom cell as Ti foil counter electrode architecture 
(architecture T2, Fig. 7) have shown the efficiency (η) of 6.33%, Voc 1.22 V, FF 0.53, Jsc 9.18 
mA/cm2, Top cell: η 5.48%, Voc 0.80 V, FF 0.75, Jsc 9.15 mA/cm2 and Bottom cell: η 1.54%, 
Voc 0.42 V, FF 0.48, Jsc 7.72 mA/cm2.  I-V characteristics and IPCE spectra have been shown in 
Fig. 13.  
The energetic mismatch of TiO2 and PC25 envisge to change the electrolyte composition in 
bottom cell. The bottom electrolyte composition was rich of LiI and additional Li+ causes positive 
shift of the TiO2 conduction band energy (CB) relative to previous energy levels resulting in 
increase in electron injection efficiency from dye to TiO2 [29,30]. The additive 4-tert butyl pyridine 
in electrolyte has nature to passify the TiO2 surface by blocking free space on it and causes the 
negative shift of CB of TiO2 level yielding low electron yield and here energy constraint avoided 
to use it leading to relatively poor FF of bottom cell [29, 31, 32].  
TCO-less tandem DSSC architecture T3 (Fig. 8) consisting ITO-PET film as an intermediate 
layer and Pt/Ti foil as bottom cell counter electrode exhibits the photovoltaic performance (Fig. 
15) as η 7.19%, Voc 1.19V, FF 0.65, Jsc 9.34 mA/cm2. At the same time photovoltaic performance 
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Figure 14. Figure showing the (a) I-V characteristics (b) photocurrent action spectra of TCO-less 
tandem DSSCs employing ITO glass as intermediate layer and Pt coated Ti foil as bottom cell counter 
electrode (T2 architecture, Fig. 5), Ref [15]. 
 
exhibited by Top cell: η 4.82%, Voc 0.75V, FF 0.67, Jsc 9.65 mA/cm2 and Bottom cell: η 2.04%, 
Voc 0.40V, FF 0.62, Jsc 8.13 mA/cm2 indicate the advantage of tandem device architecture. 
Flexible TCO-less tandem DSSC architecture T3 in which bottom cell receives around 25 % more 
light than architecture T1 in region (700-900nm) shows considerable Jsc improvement. FF of T3 
architecture slightly decreases and it could be considered as dependency on increased light 
intensity as with intense light, high carriers available in the device are more prone to recombination 
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and leakage current will occur leading to increase in shunt resistance [33]. Bottom cell Voc should 
slightly increase due to charge generation rate increasing more strongly with intense light [34] and 
here in T3 architecture is almost constant probably due to atmospheric effect on the photovoltaic 
performance of the DSSC [35]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Figure exhibiting the (a) I-V characteristics (b) photocurrent current action spectra of 
TCO-less tandem DSSCs employing 1nm Pt coated ITO/PET film as intermediate layer and 60 nm 
thick Pt coated Ti foil as bottom cell counter electrode (T3 architecture, Fig. 6), Ref [15]. 
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Enhanced light received by bottom cells in different tandem architectures (T1, T2 and T3) is 
supported by enhancement in the observed incident photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) 
in the 700-900 nm (Fig. 9,10,11,12) [36]. The efficiency reported is greater than the sum of top 
cell and bottom cell efficiencies and the open circuit voltage (Voc) of fabricated TCO-less tandem 
cell is equal to the sum of corresponding bottom cell and top cell Voc, justifying the tandem 
formation. Energetics mismatch of TiO2 conduction band and LUMO energy level of PC25 leads 
to the removal of 4-t-butylpyridine and addition of excess LiI in the electrolyte of bottom cell and 
is responsible for lower Voc of the bottom cell which ultimately affects the tandem cell 
performance. Thus enhanced light intensity at bottom cell (architecture T3 with ITO-PET film as 
intermediate layer) leads to improved short circuit current (Jsc) with better current matching 
resulting into enhanced photo conversion efficiency. 
 
4.4 Conclusion: 
We demonstrated and proved the proof concept of flexible TCO-less tandem DSSC bearing 
semitransparent ITO-PET film as an intermediate layer with novel phthalocyanine dye (PC25) as 
NIR region harvesting dye having initial efficiency of 7.19% at 1 sun condition. It was proved that 
the architecture possess addition of around 30% photon (700-1100nm) towards bottom electrode 
as compared to conventional TCO tandem DSSCs. We expect to exploit this flexible TCO-less 
tandem architecture by harvesting wavelength region up to 1100 nm with suitable energetically 
matched sensitizing dye collaborating Co based top cell DSSCs.  
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Chapter 5 
 
Conclusions  
 
The work carried on during this thesis consist of the feasibility and optimization study of 
mechanically stack tandem DSSCs in various photon efficient novel architectures. The fabricated 
tandem cell have shown the compatibility in harvesting the broader wavelength region and 
covering up to 900nm wavelength region. The feasibility and optimization of tandem devices are 
carried out by three strategies: The mechanically stacked top cell DSSC and TCO-less back contact 
DSSC facilitated light efficient tandem architecture and further modification to flexible bottom 
cell, the flexible tandem architecture with conductive PET film as intermediate layer exhibiting 
more photon efficient, visible region harvesting dye in tandem architecture and extending the 
harvesting region by utilizing novel Si-Phthalocyanine PC25 dye covering wavelength region up 
to 900nm. 
Human life is driven by the energy and this necessitates the continuous inclination and research in 
solar cell. Existing and mature solar cell technology advancement are discussed in broadened way 
with their outcome in current scenario. Earth temperature is rising due to global warming effect 
and dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) have overpower the existing technology due to its low 
carbon emission properties. DSSCs have known limitation in terms of light harvesting efficiency 
and further efficiency enhancement with cost reduction are possible by tandem architecture. The 
tandem DSSCs exploit the broader wavelength spectra and increased photovoltage promotes the 
better photovoltaic efficiency. Conventional tandem DSSC architecture have known limitation of 
light transmission loss due to existence of superfluous transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layers. 
The new and novel tandem architectures are needed to cope the risen effect of TCO layers with 
better transmission and conductivity properties. 
Solar cell measurements have a set of standards and various parameters related to it are described. 
The solar cell efficiency and its interrelationship with variant of FF, Jsc, Voc are discussed. The 
solar cell characteristics parameters are described and explained with AM 1.5 context. Instruments 
utilized in this thesis work have elaborated with their basic working principle.   
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The conventional tandem architecture consist of TCO glass/D131-TiO2/transparent Pt-TCO 
glass/TCO glass/N719-TiO2 /Pt-TCO glass. The fabricated stack architecture of top cell DSSC and 
TCO-less back contact have the device architecture of TCO glass/D131-TiO2/ transparent Pt-TCO 
glass /N719-TiO2/protected sus-mesh/ Pt-FTO glass. The resulting device architecture have 
assisted around 20% added light transmission to bottom cell and this paves the room for enhanced 
efficiency. Bottom cell active layer and top cell active later thickness have been optimized to 
achieve proper current matching. The resulting open voltage 1.45V justifies the proof concept of 
tandem cell formation. To achieve better catalytic action towards the bottom cell, new architecture 
TCO glass/D131-TiO2/ transparent Pt-TCO glass /N719-TiO2/protected sus-mesh/ Pt-Ti foil has 
been projected and 7.10% efficiency under 1sun condition has been achieved which is better than 
the conventional tandem DSSC 6.28% efficiency. 
The electrical and optical arrangement of the aforesaid tandem architecture have shown proof of 
concept with complementary visible region harvesting dye. A novel stable organic sensitizer Si 
Phthalocyanine (PC25) covering 900nm wavelength region have utilized in various architectures 
to harvest incident photon flux on bottom cell. PET films are getting attention in roll to roll device 
futuristic fabrication. The tandem cell architecture have explored in better light efficient (around 
30%) way with flexible bottom cell in TCO glass/N719-TiO2/ transparent Pt-ITO-PET film /PC25-
TiO2/sus-mesh/ Pt-Ti foil architecture. The resulting flexible tandem DSSC shows proof of 
concept with Voc 1.19 V and 7.19% initial efficiency at AM 1.5 condition. The obtained 
performance is greater than its individual subcell as well as combined subcell efficiency and is 
better than conventional tandem DSSC efficiency also. The dye PC25 energetic mismatching is 
responsible for lower Voc in bottom cell and ultimately affecting the tandem cell performance.    
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Future Prospects: 
 
For future development and commercialization purposes flexible DSSCs show high synergistic 
potential. Mechanically stacked tandem DSSCs have shown the prominent behavior of easy 
fabrication process than monolithic tandem cell and are viable alternative for commercialization. 
The hindrance in tandem performance are found to be induced by intermediate layers making 
obstacle with light transmission. TCO layers, a costly components are associated with fabrication 
of DSSCs as intermediate layer need to be avert.  PEDOT:PSS have profound catalytic activity 
and could be used on flexible PET film with more than 90% transmission properties. Impressive 
mechanical, electrical and transparent properties of Graphene layer places it at outstanding 
equivalence in application of intermediate layers for high performance tandem DSSC. Carbon 
nanotube sheets are other plausible intermediate catalytic layer to implement as flexible 
intermediate film to achieve the appealing tandem DSSC performance. We have utilized the Si-
phthalocyanine dye as novel NIR region harvesting medium with low open voltage and low IPCE. 
Further efforts are directed to achieve the higher open voltage with higher IPCE covering around 
1000nm wavelength region. Perovskite solar cell are the most talk 3rd generation dye sensitized 
solar cell with 20% efficiency and could be implemented as bottom electrode to cover the NIR 
photo harvesting. 
To further conclude it, I would stress the intermediate layer engineering facilitated profit of photon 
harvesting at bottom cell in cooperation with efficient and energetic sensitizer, could travel a mile 
stone tandem DSSC photovoltaic performance. These are the challenges to follow and I hope the 
content and finding of this thesis pave the path for further optimization and understanding of 
reduction of losses fundamental to DSSCs.     
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Appendix 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Scheme of synthesis of sensitizer PC25 used in bottom cell of various tandem 
DSSCs architectures. 
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